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INTRODUCTION 
The heart stands as a preeminent component of the cardiovascular 
system. Through its continual periodic contractions blood is propelled 
throughout the body; thereby providing for the maintenance of physical and 
chemical conditions necessary for tissue and organ function. As with 
other organs, the heart requires a continual supply of metabolic sub­
strates, e.g., glucose, free fatty acids, oxygen, etc. Oxygen is the most 
iiaportant of these substrates, on a short-term basis, as deprivation of 
oxygen to the heart for a few minutes results in a loss of the effective 
pumping ability by the heart (Tennant and Wiggers, 1935). 
The heart derives oxygen from the arterial blood distributed through 
the cardiac tissue by the coronary circulation. As the oxygenated blood 
passes through the capillaries approximately 50-70% of the available 
oxygen is extracted from the blood. This extraction rate, which is the 
highest normal value for any circulatory sub-system of the body, indicates 
that little additional oxygen can be derived from the blood under in­
creased demand situations. Furthermore even under periods of increased 
cardiac work the oxygen extraction rate increases very little (Gregg and 
Fisher, 1963). Increased oxygen supply to the heart is therefore almost 
wholly dependent upon appropriate increases in coronary blood flow. 
A failure of oxygen supply to meet myocardial demand results in myo­
cardial ischemia; which can lead to cardiac arrhythmias, angina pain and 
myocardial infarctions. Rillis and Braunwald (1977) estimated that in the 
United States alone 1.3 million patients suffer myocardial infarctions 
each year secondary to myocardial ischemia. The most common cause of 
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myocardial ischemia is coronary atherosclerosis; which, by itself, is the 
largest cause of death in the western world. This pathologic condition is 
characterized by the abnormal accumulation of lipids and fibrous tissues 
in the walls of the coronary arteries. As the accumulations increase the 
inner wall of the vessel is forced into the arterial lumen; thereby re­
ducing the cross-sectional area and forming what is commonly termed as a 
coronary stenosis. Associated with coronary stenoses can be a coronary 
occlusion due to thrombis formation at the stenosis site. The resulting 
complete cessation of blood flow to the downstream tissues leads to de­
generation of the entire ventricular thickness of muscle involved, i.e., 
an acute transmural myocardial infarction. However, in many cases of 
acute myocardial infarction, and possibly the majority of cases, the 
coronary arteries are stenosed but not occluded. Tissue degeneration in 
these cases is primarily confined to the inner half of the ventricular 
wall served by the stenotic artery, i.e., an acute sub-endocardial myo­
cardial infarction occurs (Eliot and Edwards, 1974). 
In view of the vital role played by coronary blood flow in maintain­
ing cardiac function, it is the purpose of the present study to investi­
gate the fluid-mechanical aspects of normal and stenotic coronary blood 
flow. To achieve this goal a series of animal experiments were performed to 
obtain data relating to the generation and control of coronary blood flow. 
As in any physical study, a set of experimental data by itself cannot 
explain the physics associated with the phenomenon of interest. Rather, 
the data are best used to confirm or deny specific hypotheses. In this 
study the hypotheses relating to the mechanics of coronary blood flow are 
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in the form of a relatively simple mathematical model of the coronary 
circulation. This model allows for predictions of, and therefore com­
parisons to, experimentally recorded coronary blood flow. 
The report of this study is organized into three major parts; each 
with its own specific literature review, description of methods, results 
and discussion. Part I is concerned with experimental observations of the 
behavior of the normal coronary circulation. Part II describes the formu­
lation and evaluation of a model of the normal coronary circulation. In 
Part III the effects of coronary stenoses upon coronary blood flow are 
examined on the basis of experimental data and projections from a modified 
form of the model described in Part II. A summary of results and conclu­
sions, along with recommendations for further study, follow Part III. 
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PART I. NORMAL CORONARY BLOOD FLOW 
5 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Anatomy 
The vessels supplying blood to the heart can be organized into the 
coronary and myocardial circulations. The coronary circulation acts as a 
distribution system composed of relatively large diameter vessels coursing 
over the epicardial surface of the heart. The general characteristics of 
the coronary circulation of the left-side of the canine heart are shown in 
Figure la, which was adapted from Miller et al. (1964). Blood enters this 
system through the left coronary artery which has its origin at the root 
of the aorta. This coronary artery extends a distance of approximately 
5 mm, with an equal diameter, before bifurcating into the circumflex 
branch and ventral interventricular branches of the left coronary artery 
(Miller et al., 1964). Terminology for these branches is inconsistent 
among the literature. In this report the circumflex and the ventral 
interventricular branches of the left coronary artery will be termed the 
left circumflex and anterior descending coronary arteries, respectively. 
The left circumflex coronary artery (LCCA), which is the artery of inter­
est in this study, runs in the atrioventricular groove giving off branches 
which distribute blood to the left ventricular wall and the left atrium. 
Recent studies, utilizing radioactive tracer techniques, have delineated 
the regions of the left ventricle supplied by the LCCA and the left an­
terior descending coronary artery. Figure lb, which is reconstructed from 
the reports of Bishop et al. (1976), Marcus et al. (1975) and Becker 
et al. (1973), shows a cross-section of the heart approximately midway 
Figure la. The canine heart, left lateral aspect: A, left coronary 
artery; B, left circumflex coronary artery; C, anterior 
descending coronary artery; D, aorta; E, pulmonary artery; 
F, left ventricle; G, right ventricle (sketch adapted from 
Miller et al., 1964). 
Figure lb. Sectioned view of canine heart: A, right ventricle; B, 
left ventricle; C, interventricular septum; D, left ven­
tricular free wall. Vertical lines approximate regions 
supplied by left circumflex coronary artery, horizontal 






between the base and apex of the heart. At this section blood flowing 
through the LCCA is distributed to the left posterior quadrant of the 
heart. Below this section, blood supplied by the left anterior descending 
coronary artery increasingly dominates left ventricular perfusion. Above 
this section, blood is supplied primarily by the LCCA. The dashed line in 
Figure lb approximates the division of the ventricular walls into the 
endocardium and the epicardium. 
The blood vessels within the ventricular walls make up the myocardial 
circulation. The myocardial circulation anatomy for the left ventricle 
has been found to be nonhomogeneous with respect to depth within the ven­
tricular wall. Myers and Honig (1964) demonstrated indirectly that a 
vascularity gradient existed across the canine left ventricular wall which 
favors the flow of blood to the endocardium. Radiologic studies of human 
left ventricular myocardial vascular anatomy have also shown changes in 
vascularity across the left ventricular wall. Estes et al. (1966) divided 
the vessels making up the myocardial circulation into "Class A" and "Class 
B" types. The middle and outer sections of the left ventricular wall were 
perfused by "Class A" vessels which upon entering the myocardium quickly 
arborized into a dense capillary network. The inner, or subendocardial 
portion, of the ventricular wall was perfused by "Class B" vessels. These 
vessels course through the ventricular wall at right angles to the epi-
cardial surface and increase in diameter as the endocardium is approached. 
In the innermost region of the left ventricular wall, the "Class B" ves­
sels quickly divided into a large interconnected vascular network. This 
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network was also consistently observed by Fulton (1965); which he termed 
the "Subendocardial Plexus." 
Physical Determinants of Coronary Blood Flow 
Blood flow through the coronary-myocardial circulation is usually 
described as being generated by an effective pressure and opposed by a 
flow resistance. This resistance has been often described in terms of 
intravascular and extravascular components. While both resistances result 
from the viscous shear of blood flow in the small caliber arterioles, 
capillaries and venules of the myocardial circulation, they are changed by 
different mechanisms. Intravascular resistance is altered by active con­
striction or relaxation of the smooth muscle fibers surrounding the ar­
terioles and venules. Extravascular resistance is ascribed to the period­
ic compression of the myocardial vascular bed by the surrounding heart 
muscle during systole. The unique shape of the coronary flow waveform, 
which shows a significant systolic depression, is due to the extravascular 
resistance. The importance of extravascular resistance in determining 
coronary flow was demonstrated by Sabiston and Gregg (1957). Blood flow 
in the LCCA of anesthetized open-chest canine preparations during resting 
conditions averaged 42 ml/min. When cardiac contraction was completely 
eliminated LCCA blood flow increased by 50% of its resting value. During 
this period of asystole, coronary flow was thought to be opposed only by 
the intravascular resistance. In one illustrated experiment, the mean 
aortic pressure to LCCA flow ratio, a measure of intravascular resistance, 
equaled 1.1 mm Hg-min/ml. 
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The study by Snyder et al. (1975) described extravascular resistance 
in terms of passive and active components. Passive extravascular resist­
ance of the myocardial vascular bed was felt to result from compressive 
stresses developed in the ventricular wall. These passive stresses result 
from equilibrium constraints of the pressurized left ventricle. Active 
compressive stresses were due to the active shortening of the myocardial 
fibers. In anesthetized open-chest canine preparations, a branch of the 
left anterior descending coronary artery was perfused at a constant rate. 
Intravascular resistance was held constant, and at a minimum value, by 
drug-induced vasodilation. The active component of extravascular re­
sistance was estimated by infusion of sodium pentobarbital into the myo­
cardium. This procedure was felt to minimize muscular contraction of the 
perfused area and was associated with a 9% decrease in total resistance. 
Electrically induced cardiac arrest, during which ventricular pressure 
fell to zero, was shown to decrease total pre-arrest resistance by 35%. 
Thus, under minimal intravascular resistance conditions, total coronary 
vascular resistance was described as 65% intravascular resistance, 26% 
passive extravascular resistance and 9% active extravascular resistance. 
While extravascular resistance is clearly a significant factor in 
determining both mean and dynamic coronary blood flow, intravascular re­
sistance was shown to be at least an equal or greater determinant. Fur­
thermore, it is primarily through variations in intravascular resistance 
that blood flow to the myocardium is maintained at a level consistent with 
the nutritional needs of the perfused tissues. Although there has been 
resurgence of interest in neural control of coronary blood flow, recent 
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reviews of coronary research reflect the belief that neural controls are 
insignificant as compared to flow control by alterations in intravascular 
resistance, i.e., Lundgren and Jodal (1975) and Klocke et al. (1976). 
Whatever the mechanism for local flow control may be, certain parameters 
are of interest. Over what range of hemodynamic conditions does the con­
trol system maintain constant flow? What is the time response of the con­
trol system? What is the maximum flow that can be generated by changes in 
intravascular resistance? This last parameter is usually described as the 
vascular reserve of the coronary-myocardial circulation. It is measured 
as the ratio of the maximum mean flow to the normal resting mean flow 
rate. 
Coffman and Gregg (1960) investigated the response of the LCCA vas­
cular bed to hypoxia by occluding the LCCA for periods of 5 to 180 sec­
onds. This study utilized anesthetized open-chest canine preparations. 
Upon release of an occlusion, LCCA blood flow increased to a peak value 
within 30 seconds. Beyond this point LCCA flow decreased in an approxi­
mate exponential fashion with time. The ratio of the maximum hyperemic 
flow to resting flow averaged 4.3±1.3 (mean±standard deviation). Occlu­
sion periods longer than 30 seconds increased the total hyperemic flow and 
the time duration of the hyperemic response; but did not significantly 
increase the maximum hyperemic flow for a given dog. 
Mosher et al. (1964) examined the control of LCCA blood flow by 
altering the upstream perfusion pressure in open-chest anesthetized canine 
preparations. Following a sudden change in perfusion pressure, flow ini­
tially followed the pressure change for 1-2 seconds. The control flow 
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value was then re-established within 10 seconds after the pressure change. 
Control flow values were maintained constant over a range of perfusion 
pressures from 70 to 145 mm Hg. 
These studies indicated that the control system of coronary flow re­
quires, at minimum, several cardiac cycles to respond to altered hemo­
dynamic conditions. However, changes in blood flow were not directly re­
lated to changes in pressure or resistance. In order to quantitate the 
determinants of coronary blood flow, the intra- and extravascular resist­
ances must be separated. Gregg and Fisher (1963) suggested that the in­
travascular resistance could be separately measured by taking the instan­
taneous ratio of aortic pressure to coronary flow during late diastole, 
i.e., when extravascular resistance is minimal. 
The previous studies indicate that coronary arterial blood flow is 
closely associated with the mechanical and physiological states of the 
myocardial vascular bed. The contracting myocardium is reflected in the 
dynamic coronary flow waveform as a systolic depression of flow. The 
physiologic state of the myocardium largely determines the myocardial 
intravascular resistance and thus the mean coronary flow rate. However 
coronary flow does not singularly describe the adequacy of blood supply to 
all regions of the myocardial vascular bed. 
Regional Myocardial Blood Flow 
A large number of studies within the past decade have investigated 
regional myocardial blood flow. During a typical experiment, radio-
actively labeled diffusible ions or irradiated carbon microspheres are 
injected into the myocardial circulation. The heart is excised and the 
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left ventricle dissected into the regions of interest. The radioactivity 
of each tissue sample is then determined and related to blood flow by a 
calibration procedure. In many studies, blood flow distribution across 
the left ventricular wall has been sought. This is determined by obtain­
ing a full-thickness section of the ventricular wall. The section is then 
cut parallel to the endo- and epicardial surfaces into 2-5 samples. The 
transmural flow distribution is often reported as the ratio of blood flow 
to the endocardium to the epicardial blood flow. This ratio has been re­
ferred to as the "endo/epi" flow ratio. 
The transmural flow distribution is approximately uniform in regions 
of the myocardium supplied by the left circumflex coronary artery as re­
ported by Moir and DeBra (1967), Cobb et al. (1974), Downey et al. (1975) 
and Bishop et al. (1976). These studies reported "endo/epi" ratios rang­
ing from 0.91 to 1.14 for resting conditions in anesthetized open-chest 
canine preparations. This uniform blood distribution is present despite 
selective underperfusion of the endocardium during systole as demonstrated 
in two studies. Downey and Kirk (1974) perfused the myocardium only dur­
ing systolic contraction by using left ventricular pressure as the per­
fusion pressure. The resulting transmural myocardial flow profile de­
creased nonlinearly, concave downward, from the endocardium to the epi-
cardium. Endocardial blood flow was approximately 50% of epicardial blood 
flow. Similar results were obtained in chronic canine preparations by 
Hess and Sache (1976). In this case systolic perfusion was produced by 
occlusion of the left circumflex coronary artery during diastole. Endo­
cardial flow was 40% of epicardial flow. 
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If endocardial blood flow is less than epicardial blood flow during 
systole, and mean flow across the ventricular wall is uniform, then endo­
cardial blood flow during diastole must exceed diastolic epicardial blood 
flow. A vascular resistance which is lower in the endocardium than in the 
epicardium is consistent with these results and may be generated in two 
ways. Moir and DeBra (1967) postulated that periodic vasodilation of the 
endocardial vessels during diastole would compensate for systolic under-
perfusion. However, autoregulatory compensation would diminish the capa­
bility of endocardial vessels for further dilation. Thus, during periods 
of maximum blood flow demand the endocardium would be underperfused 
(Buckberg and Kattus, 1973). Preferential perfusion of the endocardium 
during diastole could also be accomplished anatomically. Larger diameter 
vessels or denser vascular networks in the endocardium than in the epi­
cardium would reduce resting vascular resistance without necessarily re­
ducing the vasodilatory reserve. Reports of a vascularity gradient in 
canines by Myers and Honig (1964) and the "subendocardial plexus" in 
humans by Fulton (1965) and Estes et al. (1966) are consistent with an 
anatomical compensatory mechanism. 
Two studies have sought to identify the compensatory vascular re­
sistance process by inducing maximum vasodilation. Cobb et al. (1974) 
utilized adenosine infusion to elicit maximum myocardial blood flow in 
anesthetized open-chest canine preparations. Under resting conditions the 
endo/epi ratio averaged 1.05±0.07 around the left ventricle. During 
maximum vasodilation this ratio dropped to 0.70±0.06 indicating endo­
cardial underperfusion. However, the authors felt that selective endo-
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cardial underperfusion may have been due to a large increase in heart rate 
and a modest decrease in mean perfusion pressure occurring with drug ad­
ministration. Downey et al. (1975) induced maximum blood flow with arte­
rial occlusions lasting 90 seconds. No significant changes in heart rate 
or perfusion pressure were present. During resting conditions the flow 
profile appeared uniform as indicated by an endo/epi ratio of 0.92. Dur­
ing maximum vasodilation the flow ratio increased to 0.95. Thus, endo­
cardial perfusion remained approximately equal to epicardial flow when the 
vascular reserve was eliminated. 
The adequacy of endocardial perfusion relative to epicardial perfu­
sion, as denoted by an endo/epi ratio of approximately one, has been de­
termined under a variety of hemodynamic situations by Buckberg et al. 
(1972), Buckberg and Kattus (1973) and Hoffman and Buckberg (1976). The 
transmural perfusion of the left ventricular wall was determined in rela­
tion to an empirically derived index describing the myocardial flow poten­
tial to demand ratio. Myocardial flow potential was described by the 
diastolic pressure time index (DPTI). This index estimates the hydro-
dynamic parameters generating coronary flow as the area between the aortic 
and ventricular pressure recordings during diastole. The flow demand of 
the myocardium was described by the area beneath the aortic pressure re­
cording during systole and termed the systolic pressure time index (SPTI). 
For computational purposes, systole was taken to occur during the ventric­
ular ejection period of the cardiac cycle. Under resting conditions in 
anesthetized open-chest dogs the endo/epi ratio was 1.01±0.07 for regions 
of the myocardium supplied by the left coronary artery. The DPTI/SPTI 
index averaged 1.65±0.32 and diastolic coronary flow averaged 80±3% of the 
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total flow as measured with an electromagnetic flowmeter. The transmural 
flow ratio remained near unity despite altered hemodynamics, as long as 




The primary purpose of the following experiments was to obtain hemo­
dynamic data relating to blood flow through normal coronary arteries. The 
data were to serve in part as input for further numerical analyses of the 
coronary circulation described in Part II. Three hemodynamic parameters 
were to be directly measured: coronary perfusion pressure, coronary flow 
rate and left ventricular pressure. Additionally, a measure of the myo­
cardial intravascular resistance was desired. This was computed from the 
recorded data and termed the diastolic resistance. The vascular reserve 
of the myocardium was also desired. The evaluation of this quantity 
necessitated recording data under resting and maximum flow conditions. 
Surgical Procedures 
Six mongrel dogs of either sex and weighing 20-30 kg were anesthe­
tized with sodium pentobarbital (30 mg/kg) given intravenously; additional 
anesthetic was administered as needed. Respiration was spontaneous, 
assisted by endotracheal intubation. One liter of lactated Ringers solu­
tion, to which 50 ml of sodium bicarbonate (45 m Eq) had been added, was 
slowly administered intravenously throughout each experiment. An electro­
cardiogram was obtained from limb leads approximating a Lead-II configura­
tion and monitored throughout the procedures. 
The left and right femoral arteries were exposed and prepared for 
later catheterization. The chest was opened by performing a left thora-
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cotomy between the fifth and sixth ribs. Prior to entering the thoracic 
cavity, the animal became automatically ventilated with pure oxygen by 
connecting a Bird Mark 14 positive phase ventilator^  to the endotracheal 
tube. The heart was exposed by incising the pericardial sac from approxi­
mately the base to the area of the apex of the heart along the anterior 
surface of the heart. Sutures were attached along and on either side of 
this incision so that the heart could be pulled up toward the thoracic 
incision site. This "pericardial cradle" preparation provided a good 
presentation of the heart; however, it was noted that in several animals 
cardiac performance was compromised when the heart was pulled up. There­
fore, the heart was always returned to its original position prior to any 
data acquisition. 
The left circumflex coronary artery was exposed by blunt dissection. 
Small side branches were ligated but not cut. In this manner an isolated 
segment of the left circumflex coronary artery, starting distal to the 
bifurcation of the main left coronary artery and extending 2-4 cm down­
stream, was obtained. Heparin then was administered to prevent clotting. 
Instrumentation 
Stiff thin-walled pressure catheters (125 cm long, 2.67 mm internal 
diameter) filled with saline were inserted into the thoracic aorta from 
the femoral arteries. One catheter was positioned so that its pressure 
sensing tip was located in the left ventricle while the second catheter 
was positioned so that it sensed pressure at the root of the aorta. Each 
B^ird Corporation, Palm Springs, California. 
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catheter was connected to a Statham P23Db pressure transducer. The trans­
ducers were connected to low-level DC preamplifiers of a Grass Model 7 
polygraph. The frequency response of the pressure catheter-transducer-
recorder system was determined by suddenly changing the applied pressure 
at the catheter tip end of the system while recording the graph output at 
200 mm/sec. The resulting damped oscillations from this "pop-test" showed 
the damped natural frequency to be 75 Hz with a critical damping ratio of 
0.1. Thus, from DC to 25 Hz, the frequency response was uniform (±10%) 
and the phase shift was linear. The pressure recording system was stati­
cally calibrated prior to and after each experiment. 
The mean and instantaneous blood flow rates were obtained with a 
Biotronix BL-610 electromagnetic flowmeter. Appropriately sizes noncan-
nulating probes were placed on the proximal portion of the left circumflex 
coronary artery. A photograph showing the electromagnetic flowmeter probe 
on the artery is shown in Figure 2a. The frequency response of the flow­
meter was electronically determined to be flat to 30 Hz with a linear 
phase shift. 
Coronary flow, aortic pressure, ventricular pressure and the electro­
cardiogram were recorded on both the strip-chart recorder and an Ampex 
model FR-1300 magnetic tape recorder. 
Experimental Procedures 
Data were recorded under resting and maximum hyperemic conditions 
using the following procedure. The artery was occluded distal to the 
flowmeter for a period of 30-45 seconds. During this period the base line 
of the flow recording channel was set. The occlusion was released and 
Figure 2a. Exposed left circumflex artery with flowmeter probe 
attached. 
Fiture 2b. In vitro flowmeter calibration apparatus. 
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data were recorded throughout the resulting hyperemic response. The time 
at which mean coronary flow reached a maximum, 10 to 20 seconds after re­
lease of the occlusion, was taken as the maximum hyperemic flow. Data 
were also recorded several minutes later when the physiologic parameters 
returned to their resting state. 
Following these experimental procedures on the normal coronary 
artery, an acute coronary stenosis was created and the above procedures 
repeated as described in Part III of this report. 
At the completion of the in vivo experiments, the flowmeter was 
calibrated in vitro. After measuring the arterial segment length, 200 ml 
of blood was withdrawn from the animal. The animal was euthanized and the 
artery excised. The artery was then mounted between two cannulas and 
stretched to its original length. The upstream cannula was connected to a 
pressurized blood reservoir while the downstream cannula drained into a 
graduated cylinder. The flowmeter probe was then placed at its approxi­
mate in vivo position. A photograph of the mounted arterial segment and 
the attached flowmeter is shown in Figure 2b. While the reservoir pres­
sure was maintained at the mean aortic pressure obseirved experimentally, 
measured volumes of blood were passed through the artery during a timed 
interval. The corresponding pen deflection was noted. This process was 
repeated at different flow rates with the resulting pen deflection-flow 
rate relation determined by a linear regression analysis. 
The absolute viscosity of the blood was determined at various shear 
rates with a Wells-Brookfield cone and plate viscometer. The apparent 
limiting viscosity was used for subsequent calculations. 
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Immediately after the flowmeter calibration, the still mounted vessel 
was perfused with a 10%, by volume, gelatin solution. While exposed to a 
static pressure equal to the experimental mean aortic pressure, the gela­
tin solution was allowed to harden in the artery. The vessel was then 
ligated at both ends. While still mounted on the calibration stand, the 
artery was immersed in a formalin solution and refrigerated for chemical 
fixation. One to two days later, the vessel was removed from the fixative 
and transversely sectioned along the flow axis. These full-diameter thin 
sections were mounted onto graduated microscope slides. The internal 
geometry of the artery was determined by projecting the magnified image of 
the arterial section onto graph paper with a Nikon microprojector. The 
outline of the vessel wall was manually traced. 
Experimental data were processed in the following manner. The data 
recorded on tape were digitized at the rate of 200 times per second with a 
Digital Electronics Corporation PDP-8/E computer. These binary data were 
numerically converted to decimal numbers representing flow (ml/min) and 
pressure (mm Eg) by using data obtained from the calibrated strip-chart 
recordings. The instantaneous diastolic myocardial resistance was com­
puted as the ratio of instantaneous aortic pressure to instantaneous 
coronary flow during "end-diastole," i.e., when ventricular pressure was 
less than 10 mm Hg. During this period 18 to 24 such ratios were formed 
tistical mean of these ratios. The standard deviation of the averaged 
for a individual cycle. 
diastolic resistance (a ) was also calculated. 
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Coronary flow and myocardial perfusion indices, i.e., systolic flow 




Events of the Cardiac Cycle 
The hemodynamic events associated with resting normal coronary flow-
are demonstrated in Figure 3 which is redrawn from recordings from Dog 1. 
In addition to the experimentally recorded quantities; i.e., the electro­
cardiogram (ECG), aortic pressure (P^ ), left ventricular pressure (P^ ) and 
left circumflex coronary flow (Q), the instantaneous aortic pressure to 
coronary flow ratio is also shown. This ratio reflects the instantaneous 
resistance to coronary flow. The cardiac cycle is initiated by electrical 
depolarization of the atria, denoted by the P-wave on the ECG. The de­
polarization spreads to the ventricles, noted by the QRS complex on the 
ECG, thereby causing contraction of the myocardium and the subsequent rise 
in left ventricular pressure. The initial rise in left ventricular pres­
sure recording, point a, was used to indicate the start of systole. Dur­
ing the initial period of systole no blood is ejected from the left ven­
tricle into the aorta as aortic pressure, being greater than left ven­
tricular pressure, forces the aortic valve to remain closed. Coronary 
flow abruptly decreases during this isometric contraction period due to 
the increase in total vascular resistance associated with systole. When 
ventricular pressure exceeds aortic pressure, point b, the aortic valve 
opens allowing blood to enter the aorta. During the ejection period, 
coronary flow remains relatively low. The T-wave indicated on the ECG 
results from the repolarization of the myocardial tissue and the resulting 
relaxation of the ventricle and fall in left ventricular pressure. The 
Figure 3a. Electrocardiogram (Lead II). 
Figure 3b. Dynamic recordings of aortic pressure, and left ven­
tricular pressure, P^ . 
Figure 3c. Dynamic recording of left circumflex coronary arterial 
flow rate. 
Figure 3d. Instantaneous ratio of aortic pressure to coronary flow 
rate. 
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end of systole and the beginning of diastole was taken as the point in 
time when ventricular pressure dropped below aortic pressure. Closure of 
the aortic valve is noted to occur a short time after the end of systole 
as indicated by the "dichrotic notch" on the aortic pressure recording, 
point c. With the onset of diastole, coronary flow increases as ventricu­
lar pressure falls while total coronary resistance maintains a relatively 
fixed low level. Finally, the P-wave of the ECG signals the onset of the 
next cardiac cycle. 
The time-averaged mean coronary flow during this first cycle was 31 
ml/min. Diastolic resistance was 1.93±0.12 mm Hg-min/ml. The systolic 
flow component, indicated by the cross-hatched area under the flow wave­
form in Figure 3, equaled 29% of total coronary flow. The supply and de­
mand indices, DPTI and SPTI, were computed as the areas indicated in the 
pressure recording by the vertical and horizontal lines respectively. 
DPTI/SPTI equaled 0.98 for this cycle. 
It can be seen in Figure 3d that during the second cardiac cycle the 
instantaneous aortic pressure to coronary flow ratio during systole sig­
nificantly increased from the corresponding values in the first cycle. 
This change resulted from an approximate 50% decrease in systolic coronary 
flow as systolic aortic pressure was nearly constant for both cycles. 
The reason for the decrease in systolic coronary flow is not discernible 
from these figures. 
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Normal Coronary Flow 
Photographs of computer generated displays of the recorded data are 
shown in Figures 4 and 5. Peak and time-averaged values of the recorded 
data and other hemodynamic data are presented in Table 1. A statistical 
summary of the data presented in Table 1 is shown in Table 2. 
The time averaged mean LCCA flow rate averaged 40±14 ml/min (meant 
standard deviation) during resting conditions. This flow rate ranged from 
19 ml/min for dog 3 to 54 ml/min for dog 2. Variation in resting flow 
values was expected as differences in size of animals and response to the 
trauma of surgery would influence the "resting" condition of the animal-
Systolic flow, Qg, accounted for an average of 32±6% of the mean resting 
flow rate in the six dogs. Mean hyperemic blood flow averaged 191±73 
ml/min. Thus the vascular reserve of the LCCA vascular beds in the six 
dogs examined averaged 4.8±0.7. 
Diastolic resistance, R^ , averaged 1.85±0.91 mm Hg-min/ml during 
resting conditions and 0.45±0.17 mm Hg-min/ml during maximum hyperemia. 
There was a wide range of diastolic resistance values among the six dogs 
for each experimental condition. Again, this is felt to be due to ana­
tomic and physiologic differences between the dogs. Instantaneous values 
of the aortic pressure to coronary flow ratio during the "end-diastolic" 
sampling period were approximately constant. This result is reflected by 
the standard deviation of the diastolic resistance, a . During resting 
conditions a averaged 7.8+2.7% of the diastolic resistance (Table 2). 
During maximum hyperemia a was less; averaging 3.9±1.3% of computed 
diastolic resistance values. 
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shown in Figures 4 and 5. Peak and time-averaged values of the recorded 
data and other hemodynamic data are presented in Table 1. A statistical 
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The time averaged mean LCCA flow rate averaged 40±14 ml/min (meant 
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19 ml/min for dog 3 to 54 ml/min for dog 2. Variation in resting flow 
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trauma of surgery would influence the "resting" condition of the animal. 
Systolic flow, Qg, accounted for an average of 32±6% of the mean resting 
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ml/min. Thus the vascular reserve of the LCCA vascular beds in the six 
dogs examined averaged 4.8±0.7. 
Diastolic resistance, R^ , averaged 1.85±0.91 mm Hg-min/ml during 
resting conditions and 0.45±0.17 mm Hg-min/ml during maximum hyperemia. 
There was a wide range of diastolic resistance values among the six dogs 
for each experimental condition. Again, this is felt to be due to ana­
tomic and physiologic differences between the dogs. Instantaneous values 
of the aortic pressure to coronary flow ratio during the "end-diastolic" 
sampling period were approximately constant. This result is reflected by 
the standard deviation of the diastolic resistance, a . During resting 
conditions averaged 7.8±2.7% of the diastolic resistance (Table 2). 
During maximum hyperemia O was less; averaging 3.9±1.3% of computed 
diastolic resistance values. 
Figure 4a,b. Computer display of coronary data from Dog 1: (a) 
resting flow; (b) maximum hyperemia. 
Figure 4c,d. Computer display of coronary data from Dog 2: (c) 
resting flow; (d) maximum hyperemia. 
Figure 4e,f. Computer display of coronary data from Dog 3: (e) 





Figure 5a,b. Computer display of coronary data from Dog 4: (a) 
resting flow; (b) maximum hyperemia. 
Figure 5c,d. Computer display of coronary data from Dog 5: (c) 
resting flow; (d) maximum hyperemia. 
Figure 5e,f. Computer display of coronary data from Dog 6: (e) 






































Resting 136 107 101 111 54 
1 2.9 0.1 0.040 
Maximum 129 99 92 103 46 
Resting 143 112 104 113 57 
2 2.9 0.3 0.037 
Maximum 140 110 102 112 55 
Resting 132 115 108 117 56 
3 3.1 0.3 0.035 
Maximum 133 111 105 113 52 
Resting 160 119 112 127 62 
4 2.9 0.3 0.037 
Maximum 179 123 113 133 62 
Resting 138 110 101 113 47 
5 3.6 0.2 0.044 
Maximum 141 119 106 123 47 
Resting 150 164 148 162 31 
6 3.0 0.2 0.032 
Maximum 154 154 138 153 76 
= lumen diameter; 6 = vessel wall thickness; y = absolute viscosi­
ty; HR = heart rate; = aortic pressure; Py = left ventricular pressure; 
Q = LCCA flow rate; Rq = mean diastolic resistance; = standard devia­
tion of P^ /Q during the late diastole; U = LCCA area average velocity. Re 
= Reynolds number = pDU/y; = = unsteadiness parameter = D/2/2Tr(HR)p/ôOy; 
DPTI/SPTI = diastolic pressure time index to systolic pressure time index 

















mm Hg mm Hg (cm/sec) Re DPTI S 
ml/min ml/min peak mean peak mean = SPTI (%) 
1.93 0.12 14 8 108 61 2.8 0.98 32 
0.53 0.02 46 32 354 246 2.7 1.15 35 
1.06 0.08 26 14 217 114 3.0 0.79 37 
0.25 0.01 107 75 886 623 3.0 0.87 43 
3.21 0.20 8 4 79 39 3.2 0.82 30 
0.73 0.04 33 20 311 188 3.2 0.90 36 
1.10 0.06 28 14 230 114 3.2 0.78 31 
0.35 0.01 83 51 692 426 3.4 0.89 39 
1.56 0.20 12 7 107 57 3.4 1.24 22 
0.37 0.02 50 35 432 307 3.4 1.34 33 
2.21 0.19 17 10 169 96 3.4 0.86 38 
0.47 0.01 66 49 661 487 3.5 0.92 46 
Table 2. Summary of normal data 
Q 
HR (mm Hg) (mm Hg) (ml/min) ,mm Hg . 
ml/min Condition (beats/min) peak mean peak mean peak mean 
Resting 143 122 112 123 60 76 40 1. ,85 
±103 ±21 ±18 ±20 ±12 ±27 ±14 ±0. ,81 
Maximum 146 120 109 122 56 279 191 0, .45 
±18 ±19 ±16 ±18 ±11 ±100 ±73 ±0. 17 
N^ean±standard deviation. 
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 ^ (cm/sec) Re DPTI 
(%) peak mean peak mean = SPTI (%] 
7.8 18 10 152 80 3.2 0.91 32 
±2.7 ±8 ±4 ±63 ±32 ±0.2 ±0.18 ±6 
3.9 64 44 556 380 3.2 1.01 39 
±1.3 ±27 ±19 ±226 ±163 ±0.3 ±0.19 ±5 
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The effect of short term acute coronary occlusions upon overall 
cardiac performance of the experimental animals was relatively small. 
Aortic and left ventricular pressure generally decreased from their rest­
ing values. However, these changes were relatively small and inconsis­
tent. Heart rate increased from resting values during post-occlusion 
hyperemia in four dogs. However, these changes were also small. The 
supply-demand ratio, DPTI/SPTI uniformly increased with hyperemia as did 
the systolic component of coronary flow. 
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DISCUSSION 
The hemodynamic data obtained from these experiments are in general 
agreement with data cited from the surveyed literature. As experimental 
preparations, animal size, level of anesthesia, etc. are all significant 
factors affecting coronary flow and cardiac mechanics and which cannot be 
exactly reproduced, precise comparisons are unreasonable. However, sever­
al general comparisons merit discussion. 
The values of DPTI/SPTI calculated in the present study, i.e., 0.91± 
0.18, during resting conditions are significantly less than reported by 
Buckberg et al. (1972), i.e., 1.65±0.32 during resting conditions in the 
anterior descending coronary artery. Also, the systolic flow component of 
the resting coronary waveform in this study, i.e., 32±5% of total flow, is 
considerably greater than that also reported by the aforementioned study, 
1.e., 20±3%. The primary reasons for these differences are felt to be the 
choice of the systolic time interval and the coronary artery selected in 
this study. In the present study, systole was taken to occur during iso­
metric contraction and ventricular ejection, whereas Buckberg et al. 
(1972) chose to identify systole as occurring only during ventricular 
ejection. Such differences however, are not felt to remove inferences 
drawn from the observed DPTI/SPTI which remained above 0.70 for all ex­
perimental conditions. Thus it is concluded that myocardial perfusion 
across the left ventricular wall was essentially uniform both during 
resting and maximum hyperemic conditions. The study by Buckberg et al. 
(1972) monitored coronary flow in the left anterior descending coronary 
artery while in the present study flow recordings were taken from the 
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LCCA. As the geometry of these vessels is different, differences in the 
flow waveform shape and thus the fraction of total flow occurring during 
systole are likely. 
The computed values of the diastolic resistance are felt to closely 
describe the myocardial intravascular resistance. Although intravascular 
resistance could be more accurately measured with the perfusion pressure 
at the entrance to the vascular bed and the actual myocardial blood flow 
rate, the errors incurred by the use of aortic pressure and coronary flow 
are felt to be small. Myocardial intravascular resistance was relatively 
constant during diastole as noted by the small values listed in 
Table 2. This result is consistent with the previously cited results of 
Coffman and Gregg (1960) and Mosher et al. (1964) which indicated that 
mean coronary flow required several cardiac cycles to respond to changes 
in input conditions. 
The magnitude of the extravascular resistance can be estimated by use 
of the simplified model for mean coronary flow shown in Figure 6a. Intra­
vascular resistance, estimated by R^ , and extravascular resistance, 
are shown to be isolated within the vascular bed of this model. Neglect­
ing pressure losses along the coronary artery, mean flow through the sys­
tem, Q, is given by 
where venous pressure has been taken to be zero. Extravascular resistance 
may be represented as some fraction, k, of intravascular resistance. Thus 
for a given experimental condition relation (1) becomes 
Q = PA/(*D + *EV) (1) 
(2) 
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Experimental values of Q and P^ /R^  have been plotted in Figure 6b. The 
solid line in this figure represents the case when extravascular resist­
ance is absent. Separate linear regression analyses, forced through the 
origin of the graph, were performed upon data from each condition. Spe­
cific relations from this analysis are given in the legend of Figure 6. 
The analysis indicated that extravascular resistance represented 44 and 
30% of the total resistance to mean coronary flow during rest and maximum 
hyperemia respectively. The latter value is consistent with the 35% value 
reported by Snyder et al. (1975) obtained during drug-induced maximum 
hyperemia. The reason for the change in extravascular resistance is felt 
to be due to the use of acute coronary occlusions to elicit maximum hyper­
emia. This technique has been previously reported by Tennant and Wiggers 
(1935) and Prinzmetal et al. (1949) to depress the contractile state of 
the affected myocardium. A depressed contractile state of the heart would 
decrease the "active" component of extravascular resistance as reported by 
Snyder et al. (1975). 
Associated with the average vascular flow reserve value of 4.8 was 
the ratio of diastolic resistance during resting flow to maximum hyperemia 
which averaged 4.1. This latter ratio, which could be termed the intra­
vascular resistance reserve, indicates that intravascular resistance 
changes accounted for approximately 85% of the vascular flow reserve. The 
remaining 15% of the vascular flow reserve is felt to be primarily due to 
changes in extravascular resistance. These results indicated that the 
primary determinant of the vascular flow reserve of the LCAA myocardial 
bed examined in these experiments was the intravascular resistance. 
Figure 6a. Model for mean coronary flow. 
Figure 6b. Effect of extravascular resistance up^ on mean coronary 
flow. Resting condi_tions: Q = O.SôP^ /RoCr = 0.98). 
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These experiments have examined blood flow in the left circumflex 
coronary artery of the dog and the factors which affect it. The percep­
tion of the myocardial vascular bed has been that of a "black-box" where 
arterial blood flows into and out of and where resistances to blood flow 
occur. Clearly, such a view of the myocardial vascular bed does not allow 
for inspection of the processes by which endocardial flow is selectively 
inhibited during systole. Also, the experimental data do not lend them­
selves towards the examination of the hypothesized intravascular resist­
ance gradients necessary for uniform mean flow across the ventricular 
wall. A distributed parameter model for the myocardial vascular bed is 
necessary for regional myocardial flow investigations. The following sec­
tion of this study develops such a model. 
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PART II. A MODEL FOR NORMAL CORONARY BLOOD FLOW 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Investigations of the mechanics of coronary arterial blood flow have 
been usually based upon studies of the behavior of mathematical and in 
vitro models of coronary hemodynamics. These methods of investigation are 
necessitated by the small size of coronary arteries and the sensitivity of 
myocardial function to intravascular measurements. Several features of 
blood flow in arteries create complexities in such analyses. Arterial 
blood flow is pulsatile in nature and moves through tapered, branched, 
elastic vessels. Thus, both local and convective inertial forces are 
present in arterial flow and the cross-sectional area of arteries is a 
function of both time and axial position. An additional problem in model 
analyses for coronary blood flow is accounting for the effect of myo­
cardial contraction upon arterial blood flow. As brought forth in the 
following brief reviews, several different types of model analyses have 
been used in hemodynamic studies of the coronary circulation. In review­
ing these studies answers to two general questions were sought. Firstly, 
to what extent does the coronary artery itself influence coronary blood 
flow? Secondly, how can the effect of myocardial contraction upon coro­
nary blood flow be described analytically? 
Arterial Hemodynamics 
One method of analyzing coronary blood flow is through the use of 
lumped parameter models. In this case a combination of resistive, iner­
tial and compliance elements are used to simulate the effects of viscous 
friction, mass of the blood and distensibility of the vessel upon flow and 
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pressure (Spencer and Denison, 1963). The viscous resistance, R, was 
represented in their report as the Poiseulle-flow resistance, i.e., 
R = 8pL/wr^  
where y is the absolute viscosity of blood, L is the length of the arteri­
al segment and r is the arterial radius. The inertance, I, of the arteri­
al blood was given from Newton's second law which, when written in terms 
of the volumetric flow rate acceleration, dQ/dt and blood density, p, 
yielded 
I = pL/nr^  = AP^ /dQ/dt 
This factor describes an inertial pressure gradient, AP^ , associated with 
an accelerating flow. This relationship was developed with the assumption 
that changes in the cross-sectional area of the artery are minimal. The 
compliance, C, results from the distensibility of the artery and describes 
a radial flow component, Q^ , when the time derivative of the blood pres­
sure is nonzero. The compliance was expressed in the form 
C = Q„/dP/dt = ZirrVEL 
where E is the modulus of elasticity of the arterial wall. 
An important consideration in the use of these parameters is the 
effect that the pulsatile nature of flow and pressure may have upon their 
magnitudes. As can be seen in these expressions of resistance, inertance 
and compliance, the frequency of pulsation is not shown to be a factor. 
Thus, they would appear to be valid only in a "D-C" sense. However, 
McDonald (1974) showed that for values of the unsteadiness parameter (a) 
less than or equal to 3, the frequency of pulsation has little or no 
effect on the magnitudes of the resistive and inertial elements. Also, 
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the modulus of elasticity of many arteries has been found to be relatively 
constant for frequencies greater than 1-2 Hz (McDonald, 1974). Thus for 
the coronary arteries studied in the present report, where = ranged from 
2.7 to 3.5 and the heart rate was approximately 2 Hz, the use of the fre­
quency independent expressions of resistance, inertance and compliance 
would seem to be warranted, as a first approximation. 
Gupta (1974) used a lumped parameter analysis of coronary hemo­
dynamics to assist in the development of an in vitro model of dynamic 
coronary blood flow. He initially considered inertial and compliance 
effects to be important only in the artery, while viscous resistance to 
blood flow was taken as a property only of the myocardial vascular bed. 
The effect of periodic myocardial contraction upon arterial blood flow 
was included in his analysis by allowing the vascular bed resistance to 
vary with time. The results of his analysis showed that for the purpose 
of describing coronary flow rate, inertia and compliance could be ne­
glected. Thus, the coronary circulation was felt to behave in a quasi-
steady fashion where the instantaneous flow was given by the instantaneous 
ratio of aortic pressure to total myocardial resistance. 
A detailed picture of fluid dynamic events in the left circumflex 
coronary artery was presented by Atabek et al. (1975). Their semi-
empirical analysis utilized in vivo measurements of the time-dependent 
pressure gradient along a straight unbranched section of the artery and 
the dynamic pressure-radius relation of the vessel. Assuming axially 
symmetric flow, the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations in the radial and 
axial directions were integrated. Among their computed results was infor­
mation relating to the relative importance of viscous and convective 
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inertial pressure losses and compliance-like effects in the LCCA. The 
total mean pressure gradient along the artery ranged from approximately 
0.2 mm Hg/cm during resting conditions (Q = 75 ml/min) to 4.5 mm Hg/cm 
during elevated flow conditions (Q = 427 ml/min). During resting condi­
tions the pressure losses were primarily due to viscous losses as convec-
tive losses represented approximately 20% of the mean total pressure 
gradient. However, during maximum flow conditions, convective pressure 
losses were approximately equal to viscous pressure losses. The radial 
velocity component was relatively small, amounting to less than 1% of the 
maximum centerline axial velocity. This velocity component was due to two 
factors: natural taper of the LCCA and time-dependent changes in the 
radius of the vessel associated with periodic intravascular pressure 
fluctuations. Both of these terms were relatively small; the angle of 
taper of vessels examined ranged from 0.4-0.8° while the dynamic expansion 
and contraction of the internal radius was approximately ±2% of the time-
averaged internal radius. 
The results of these studies indicate that the LCCA itself does not 
greatly influence the overall rate of blood flow through it. Pressure 
losses along the left common coronary artery and the proximal section of 
the LCCA appear to be relatively small in comparison to aortic pressure 
during at least resting conditions. Thus, the resistance to flow is pri­
marily contained within the vessels downstream of the LCCA. Even during 
elevated flow conditions the major pressure losses seem to occur down­
stream of the first few centimeters of the LCCA. Among the various fac­
tors which affect the shape of the LCCA flow waveform aortic pressure and 
the inhibitory effect of myocardial contraction appear to dominate over 
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time-dependent inertial and compliance factors. Thus, for the purpose of 
describing the mechanics of coronary flow attention should primarily be 
focused upon the myocardial vascular bed. 
The Vascular Waterfall 
One way in which the effect of myocardial contraction upon myocardial 
blood flow has been described is through use of the "vascular waterfall" 
or "Starling resistor" concept. This concept is based upon the results of 
empirical studies of flow through collapsible tubes subjected to variable 
external pressures. Holt (1941, 1969) reported that flow in a collapsible 
tube is dependent upon the relative magnitudes of the tube inlet pressure, 
P_, downstream outlet pressure, P , and the external tube pressure, 2 . 
I O Û 
If P_ > P > P , then the tube was fully distended and flow could be l o b  
linearly related to the pressure gradient P - P . XThen P_ > P„ > P , the 
1 o X h o 
tube partially collapsed at its distal end. The collapse phenomena was 
pulsatile in form and increased in severity as P^  was further decreased. 
However, flow through the tube remained constant as P^  was varied, as long 
as P^  > P_ > P . This observation is the crux of the vascular waterfall 
X il o 
concept, i.e., when P > P > P., flow through a collapsible tube is in-
X JD O 
dependent of downstream pressure. The vascular waterfall phenomena was 
also observed by Guyton et al. (1973) in studying the influence of right 
atrial pressure upon venous return to the heart. As right atrial pressure 
was decreased from 8 mm Hg (gage pressure) to atmospheric pressure, venous 
flow increased in a linear fashion- Further decreases in right atrial 
pressure had no effect on venous return. The veins entering the heart 
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were also noted to partially collapse when right atrial pressure dropped 
below atmospheric pressure. 
The reason for this unusual fluid dynamics situation has been ap­
proached by considering the tube as a fully distended proximal segment and 
a partially collapsed distal segment. The pressure at the junction of the 
two segments will be referred to as Pg. The pressure gradient across the 
partially collapsed segment is then Pg - Pq. Shapiro (1977) argued that 
for an infinitely compliant tube (one which cannot support a net compres­
sive stress) P2 must equal P . If Pq is lowered, then the tube further 
collapses, thus, increasing the flow resistance. Thus the net result is 
little or no change in flow rate (Holt, 1969). A one-dimensional flow 
analysis by Shapiro (1977) confirmed Holt's reasoning showing the flow 
rate to be a very weak function of the pressure gradient P - Po. £1 
Permutt and Riley (1963) focused their attention on the proximal, 
fully-distended segment of the tube. They reasoned, in a manner similar 
to Holt and Shapiro, that the junction pressure P2 must equal the external 
tube pressure P for highly distensible vessels. Therefore, the flow £< 
through the proximal section of the tube, or for that matter the partially 
collapsed segment, could be described by the relation 
Q = (P; - ?%)/% 
The resistance term, R, in this relation represents the intravascular 
resistance of the tube proximal to, but not including, the partially col­
lapsed segment. 
The vascular waterfall relation proposed by Permutt and Riley (1963) 
offers a method to separate the intravascular resistance from extravascu-
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lar resistance in the myocardial vascular bed. This relation showed that 
extravascular resistance could be described in terms of a reduced pressure 
gradient rather than a resistance. However, to apply the vascular water­
fall equation, the external tube pressure must be known at all points in 
the vascular bed. A considerable amount of research has been directed 
towards describing the external vascular pressure in the myocardium. This 
pressure has been termed the intramyocardial tissue pressure (IMP). 
Intramyocardial Pressure 
Recent reviews of IMP studies were given by Hoffman and Buckberg 
(1976) and Chiu (1974). Three general experimental techniques have been 
used to measure IMP. The "open" method involves the insertion of an open-
ended catheter into the myocardium at a desired depth. The external end 
of this catheter is connected to an infusion apparatus. Fluid is then 
driven through the catheter and into the tissue. The pressure developed 
by the infusion apparatus, monitored at the external end of the catheter, 
necessary for a given infusion rate is taken as the tissue pressure at the 
open end of the catheter. The "perfusion" method of measuring IMP is 
based upon the vascular waterfall concept that flow will cease in a col­
lapsible tube when extravascular pressure exceeds intravascular pressure. 
A flexible tube, or section of vein, is drawn into, through and out of the 
left ventricular free wall. One end of the implant is connected to an 
infusion apparatus while the other end is left open. IMP at the deepest 
point of penetration of the implant in the myocardium is measured by 
gradually increasing the perfusion pressure. The minimum infusion pres­
sure at which flow is initiated is taken as the minimum diastolic IMP at 
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this location, while the maximum infusion pressure at which flow ceases 
during systole is taken as the maximum systolic IMP at this location in 
the ventricular wall. The third technique involves the insertion of a 
miniature pressure transducer directly into the ventricular wall. IMP is 
taken as the pressure recording obtained from this device. All of these 
techniques have shown an IMP transmural distribution which decreases from 
the endocardium to the epicardium. Furthermore, IMP is significant in 
magnitude only during systole in normal canines. There is also general 
agreement as to the dynamic form of IMP. Baird et al. (1970), using the 
perfusion method, and Armour and Randall (1971) and Kelly and Pitt (1973), 
using miniature pressure transducers, have presented IMP waveforms from 
various depths within the ventricular wall which are qualitatively similar 
in shape and timing to the left ventricular pressure waveform. However, 
the magnitude of IMP at different depths within the ventricular wall, 
especially the subendocardium, is a matter of some controversy. General­
ly, the "open" and "perfusion" techniques for measuring IMP have indicated 
pressure levels which exceed left ventricular pressure as discussed by 
Hoffman and Buckberg (1976) and Chiu (1974). 
A significant exception to this statement are the results of Brandi 
and McGregor (1969). They felt that the introduction of an implant, tube 
or fluid into the myocardium would distort the local tissue structure. 
This distortion was felt to possibly induce additional compressive stress­
es which would be measured. They sought to understand this possible 
measurement artifact by measuring the perfusion pressure at which flow 
ceased in an "open" system at various flow rates. The flow-cessation 
pressure, when plotted against the corresponding flow rate, validated 
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their original suspicions. The flow-cessation pressure increased with 
flow rate. The perfusion pressure-flow relationships were then extrapo­
lated back to the pressure which would seemingly occur at a zero flow 
rate. This pressure was then taken as the IMP at a given location within 
the ventricular wall. The results of this technique showed a linear IMP 
spatial profile; IMP increasing from zero at the epicardial surface to a 
value which approached, but did not exceed, left ventricular pressure at 
the subendocardium. 
Intramyocardial pressure has been shown by the following two studies 
to also be dependent upon the contractile state of the heart. Armour and 
Randall (1971) monitored IMP with implanted miniature pressure trans­
ducers. During resting conditions the endocardial IMP to left ventricular 
pressure ratio averaged 1.2. Enhanced myocardial contraction increased 
this pressure ratio to 1.5. Baird and Ameli (1971) monitored IMP with 
venous implants during control and acute myocardial ischemic conditions. 
The IMP to left ventricular pressure ratio during control conditions was 
0.55 and 0.74 in the outer and inner halves of the ventricular wall. 
These pressure ratios dropped during acute ischemia to 0.17 and 0.42 re­
spectively. The authors felt the results were consistent with idea that 
IMP represents a combination of active contractile processes and a passive 
distribution of left ventricular pressure. 
Vascular Waterfall Models of the Myocardial Circulation 
The vascular waterfall concept and IMP have been coupled to create 
models of the myocardial vascular bed. These models generally consist of 
a system of flow channels arranged in parallel and orientated circumfer-
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entially about the left ventricular cavity. I'Then the instantaneous per­
fusion pressure, Pi(t), is greater than the instantaneous IMP existing at 
a given channel, P^ (n,t), the instantaneous flow in channel n, Q(n,t), is 
described by the relation 
Q(n,t) = [Pi(t) - P^ (n,t)]/R(n) 
In this relation, R(n) represents the local intravascular resistance. 
However, if the local IMP exceeds the perfusion pressure then flow ceases. 
The major differences between the following reported models is the assump­
tions which were necessary to determine the values of the factors in the 
above relation. 
Downey and Kirk (1975) investigated the applicability of the vascular 
waterfall concept to coronary hemodynamics. A model of the myocardial 
vascular bed was constructed mathematically by applying the vascular 
waterfall relations to 100 parallel flow channels. This model predicted a 
unique perfusion pressure-coronary flow relation. At perfusion pressures 
greater than the highest local IMP, the relation was linear. At lower 
pressures the relation was nonlinear. The perfusion pressure at which the 
pressure-flow relation became linear identified the highest IMP acting on 
the vascular bed. Experimental measurements from a branch of the left 
anterior descending coronary artery agreed qualitatively with the vascular 
waterfall predicted results. Also, the experimental results consistently 
indicated a breakpoint in the pressure-flow relation at or near peak left 
ventricular pressure. The model analysis of this study was based on two 
major assumptions : IMP was taken to decrease in a linear fashion from 
endocardium to epicardium and regional intravascular resistance was 
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described as being uniform across the left ventricular wall. These 
assumptions were later questioned in relation to results of another phase 
of the experiments. 
Archie (1975) used the time-averaged vascular waterfall equations to 
investigate spatial distributions of IMP and myocardial intravascular re­
sistance. The time-averaged blood flow to a specific layer, x, in the 
myocardium, Q(x), was measured with radioactive microspheres and related 
to mean left ventricular pressure, P^ , and myocardial perfusion pressure. 
Pi, by the relation 
Q(x) R(x) = Pi - A(x)P^  
In this relation, R(x) and A(x) are the local intravascular resistance and 
local amplitude coefficient of IMP respectively. The values of R(x) and 
A(x) were determined by simultaneous solution of the waterfall equation 
evaluated during normal and hypocalcemic diastolic arrest conditions. In 
order for the resulting solutions for A(x) and R(x) to be correct, the 
unknowns must be constant in both conditions. Values of R(x) were held 
constant by drug induced maximum vasodilation however, A(x) was assumed 
constant. This would appear to be an erroneous assumption due to the 
dependence of IMP upon the contractile state of the heart as reported by 
Armour and Randall (1971) and Baird and Ameli (1971). 
Collins et al. (1976) constructed an electrical analog of the myo­
cardial circulation which was based on the vascular waterfall concept. 
Resistance to blood flow was distributed among three parallel myocardial 
flow channels and the coronary artery. Inertial and compliance effects 
upon coronary flow were confined to the artery and were estimated from 
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published data. IMP was taken to be proportional to left ventricular 
pressure. The distribution of IMP across the vascular bed was described 
by a general parabolic relationship. Assuming that myocardial flow was 
uniformly distributed across the vascular bed, the specific forms of the 
IMP and intravascular resistance transmural distribution were determined 
from an estimation of parameter technique based on experimentally recorded 
coronary flow waveforms. The resulting IMP profile was nonlinear, concave 
downward. Intravascular resistance increased nonlinearly from endo­
cardium to epicardium. 
Collins et al. (1977) used more experimental measurements and less 
assumptions than in their previous study to determine IMP and intravascu­
lar resistance profiles. Regional myocardial blood flow was measured with 
radioactive microspheres while IMP was determined with a small pressure 
transducer inserted into the ventricular wall. Using the time-averaged 
form of the vascular waterfall equations, the intravascular resistance 
profile was computed. These resistances increased nonlinearly from endo­
cardium to epicardium. The resistance in the outermost layer of the ven­




Blood flow in a normal coronary artery is influenced by factors asso­
ciated with the distal vascular bed and the artery itself. However, the 
previously cited studies suggest that the factors associated with the myo­
cardial vascular bed are dominant. Thus, in this study it was decided 
that inertial, compliance and viscous resistance effects in the coronary 
artery would be neglected. The possible errors incurred by this assump­
tion will be discussed later. 
Coronary and myocardial blood flow were computed through use of the 
model schematically shown in Figure 7. Blood is supplied to the vascular 
bed by an epicardial coronary artery at a volumetric flow rate, Q. The 
blood pressure at the distal end of this artery, P^ , is the perfusion 
pressure for myocardial flow. For normal, i.e., unstenosed, coronary 
arteries was equated to aortic pressure, P^ . Both mean and instantane­
ous values for P^  were evaluated in this manner. Blood leaves the vascu­
lar bed by the venous pathway, where venous pressure was taken to be zero. 
Blood is distributed across the vascular bed by ten parallel flow channels 
arranged circumferentially about the left ventricle. The innermost flow 
channel, layer 1 is adjacent to the ventricular cavity. 
Blood flow through each layer was assumed to be governed by the 
vascular waterfall equations. Thus, the instantaneous flow through the 
nth layer, Q(n,t), was given the relations 
Q(n,t) = [Pjj(t) - P^ (n,t) ]/R(n) (3a) 
if 
PjjCt) > P^ (n,t), or 
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Q(n,t) = 0 (3b) 
if Pjj(t) < P^ (n,t). In these relations, P^ (n,t) is the instantaneous IMP 
and R(n) is the intravascular resistance in layer n. A positive layer 
flow occurred as long as the distal perfusion pressure exceeded the local 
tissue pressure, P^ (n,t), as shown by Equation 3a. However, if the local 
tissue pressure exceeded the perfusion pressure at any instant the flow 
channel was envisioned to collapse and flow ceased, as shown in Equation 
3b. 
Intramyocardial tissue pressure was described by the relation 
P^ (n,t) = Cp(n)P^ (t) (4) 
where C^ Cn) was a position dependent coefficient and P^ (t) was the instan­
taneous left ventricular pressure. Thus, the time dependent nature of IMP 
was governed solely by left ventricular pressure. The tissue pressure 
coefficient, C^ Cn), described the tissue pressure profile across the 
vascular bed and was assumed to be expressible in the form 
Cp(n) = C{1 - [(2n - 1)/2N]^ } (5) 
where C and a are to be determined from experimental data and N is the 
total number of flow channels in the vascular bed model, i.e., ten. Equa­
tion 5 describes a tissue pressure profile which decreases in a power-law 
fashion from endocardium to epicardium. The coefficient C and exponent a 
describe the magnitude and shape of the tissue pressure profile respec­
tively. For example, if C = 1 then the tissue pressure at layer 1 ap­
proaches but does not exceed left ventricular pressure. For values of a 
greater than 1 the profile shape is nonlinear concave downward. If a = 1 
the profile shape decreases linearly across the vascular bed. In these 
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experiments, C was assumed to equal unity, while a was to be determined 
from the experimental data by the following analysis. 
In normal coronary arteries, aortic pressure (the perfusion pressure 
for the distal vascular bed) equaled or exceeded left ventricular pressure 
during most of the cardiac cycle, as shown in Figures 4 and 5 from Part I. 
Thus, the instantaneous flow rate in each layer is almost exclusively de­
scribed by Equation 3a. Therefore the mean flow through each layer, 
Q(n), is closely approximated by the time-averaged form of Equation 3a as 
where T is the period of the cardiac cycle of a given set of recorded 
data. Before evaluating the integral in Equation 6, it should be noted 
that the intravascular resistance and tissue pressure profiles are not 
generally independent of time. Changes in the physiologic state of the 
vascular bed would cause R(n) to vary. However, these changes are thought 
to occur over a period of several cardiac cycles, as inferred from the 
closely constant values of the diastolic resistance described in Part I 
of this report. Thus, over a single cardiac cycle the intravascular re­
sistance profile is believed to be relatively constant. The tissue pres­
sure profile is expected to vary during each cardiac cycle due to the 
time-dependent contractile behavior of the myocardium. In the present 
experiments no data were obtained which could describe this behavior. 
Thus, Cp(n) was taken as constant over a cardiac cycle. This latter 
approximation may cause errors in the prediction of instantaneous flow 
rates, but should be valid for mean flow rate predictions. With C^ Cn) and 
R(n) assumed to be independent of time Equation 6 becomes 
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Q(n) = (P^  - Cp(n)P^ )/R(n) (7) 
where and P^  are the time-averaged aortic and left ventricular pres­
sures during a given experimental condition. Equation 7 contains three 
unknowns, i.e., the mean blood flow through each layer, the local tissue 
pressure coefficient and the local intravascular resistance. As the com­
puted supply-demand ratio (DPTI/SPTI) was always greater than 0.7, indi­
cating a uniform transmural flow distribution, the blood flow in each 
layer was assumed to equal one-tenth of the recorded mean arterial flow. 
Therefore, Equation 7, when arranged to solve for the local intravascular 
resistance, becomes 
R(n) = 10(P^  - Cp(n)P^ )/Q (8) 
Also, since the intravascular resistances were arranged in parallel, the 
total intravascular resistance, which was taken to be the diastolic re­
sistance, is given by 
10 
1/R_ = Z 1/R(n) (9) 
n=l 
Equation 8 can be rearranged to be in a form compatible with Equation 9 
and yields 
lOP. 10 1 
= Z (10) 
The only unknown in Equation 10 is the tissue pressure coefficient C^ Cn) 
as the mean aortic and left ventricular pressures, the diastolic resist­
ance and mean coronary flow have been previously computed for a given 
experimental condition. Furthermore, C^ Cn) is a function only of the 
shape parameter, a, with the prior assumption that C equals unity. Thus a 
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and C (n) can be determined. This was accomplished by a numerical itera-
P 
tion technique. The intravascular resistance in each layer was then de­
termined through use of Equation 8. The instantaneous coronary flow rate 
was determined by the relation 
10 P,(t) - C (n)P..(t) 
\ -—R(:) 
n—X 
where P^ (t) and Py(t) were the previously digitized experimental values 
of the aortic and left ventricular pressure waveforms. The numerical 
routines used to compute the various hemodynamic quantities were written 
in PL/1 for an IBM 360 computer and are listed in Appendix A. The results 
of these computations, along with comparisons to available experimental 
data, are presented in the following section. 
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RESULTS 
The calculated transmural distributions of the tissue pressure co­
efficient, Cp(n), and the intravascular resistance, R(n), from Dogs 1-6 
during resting and maximum hyperemic conditions are shown in Figures 
8-13. The IMP transmural distribution for a given experimental condition 
would be obtained from the graphs if C^ Cn) were multiplied by the instan­
taneous left ventricular pressure. 
The general characteristics of the computed tissue pressure profiles 
are typified in the results from Dog 1 shown in Figure 8. During resting 
flow conditions the tissue pressure decreased nonlinearly, concave down­
ward, from the endocardium to epicardium. In this particular case, the 
IMP profile was approximately parabolic, i.e., a = 2.22. As indicated in 
Figure 8, the inner four layers of the vascular bed were exposed to com­
puted tissue pressures equal to or greater than 90% of the left ventricu­
lar pressure. Tissue pressure in the outer layers of the vascular bed 
decreased rapidly to zero as the epicardium was approached. The tissue 
pressure profile computed from data recorded during maximum hyperemia was 
more nearly linear than that obtained during resting conditions. Thus the 
tissue pressure acting at each layer decreased from resting levels during 
hyperemia. The change in IMP with experimental conditions is most sig­
nificant in the middle layers of the ventricular wall. The value of the 
profile shape parameter, a, varied under resting conditions from 1.92, 
Dog 6, to 3.87 in Dog 4. During maximum hyperemia a ranged from 0.83 to 
1.98 in Dogs 2 and 3 respectively. 
Figure 8a. Predicted tissue pressure coefficient transmural profile 
for Dog 1. 
Figure 8b. Predicted intravascular resistance transmural profile for 
Dog 1. 
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Figure 9a. Predicted tissue pressure coefficient transmural profile 
for Dog 2. 







Figure 10a. Predicted tissue pressure coefficient transmural profile 
for Dog 3. 
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Figure lia. Predicted tissue pressure coefficient transmural profile 
for Dog 4. 
Figure 11b. Predicted intravascular resistance transmural profile 
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Figure 12a. Predicted tissue pressure coefficient transmural profile 
for Dog 5. 
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Figure 13a. Predicted tissue pressure coefficient transmural profile 
for Dog 6. 
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The intravascular resistance profiles for each dog are shown in the 
bottom graphs of Figures 8-13. Specific values for individual layer re­
sistances under resting conditions are presented in Table 3. Also shown 
in Table 3 are the individual layer intravascular resistance reserves for 
each dog. These values were taken as the ratio of the resting to maximum 
hyperemic intravascular resistances. The resistance profiles uniformly 
showed endocardial resistance to be less than epicardial resistance. This 
type of variation was required by the assumption of uniform transmural 
flow which necessitated a change in intravascular resistance to compensate 
for high endocardial systolic tissue pressure. The reciprocal relation­
ship between IMP and intravascular resistance was more clearly shown when 
Equations 5 and 8 were combined and the experimental observation that 
= 0.5 P^  was used. The resulting equation, 
5P 
R(n) = [1 + (^ *20 )*] (12) 
demonstrated that the shape of the intravascular resistance profile was 
governed by the IMP shape parameter a. Resting and maximum hyperemic re­
sistance values for each layer varied widely among the six dogs, e.g., in 
layer 1 the intravascular resistance varied from a low of 8.73 mm Hg-min/ 
ml in Dog 2 to a high value of 27.4 mm Hg-min/ml in Dog 3. However, the 
intravascular resistance reserves were relatively constant among the six 
dogs. Also, these resistance reserve ratios were nearly constant among 
the different layers for each dog. 
Dynamic coronary blood flow waveforms were computed from a wide range 
of hemodynamic data. The results based on resting and maximum hyperemic 
flow conditions from Dogs 1-6 are shown in Figures 14-19. These waveforms 
Table 3. Regional intravascular resistance 
Layer (n) 
Dog Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 RR(n)* 15.1 15.4 15.9 16.8 18.0 19.7 21.7 24.2 27.1 30.4 
Resistance reserve 3.93 3.66 3.49 3.42 3.42 3.49 3.62 3.80 4.02 4.28 
2 8.73 8.75 8.86 9.11 9.57 10.3 11.4 13.0 15.0 17.6 
Resistance reserve 5.00 4.44 4.08 3.86 3.77 3.81 3.97 4.26 4.69 5.26 
3 R^ (n) 27.4 27.4 27.5 27.9 28.8 30.5 33.2 37.4 43.5 52.0 
Resistance reserve 4.76 4.67 4.51 4.33 4.17 4.07 4.06 4.16 4.39 4.74 
4 K^ (n) 9.26 9.27 9.32 9.46 9.78 10.4 11.4 13.0 15.3 18.6 
Resistance reserve 3.64 3.48 3.27 3.07 2.11 2.82 2.82 2.93 3.15 3.49 
5 R^ (n) 13.4 13.4 13.5 13.8 14.3 15.1 16.3 18.0 20.3 23.3 
Resistance reserve 4.73 4.43 4.17 3.99 3.89 3.88 3.96 4.15 4.44 4.84 
6 R^ (n) 16.7 17.2 18.0 19.3 20.9 23.0 25.3 28.1 31.2 34.6 
Resistance reserve 5.18 4.70 4.46 4.37 4.39 4.48 4.63 4.84 5.08 5.36 
R^esting intravascular resistance of layer n (mm Hg-mln/ml). 
Figure 14. Predicted (dashed line) and recorded (solid line) normal 
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Figure 15. Predicted (dashed line) and recorded (solid line) normal 
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Figure 16. Predicted (dashed line) and recorded (solid line) normal 
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Figure 17. Predicted (dashed line) and recorded (solid line) normal 















Figure 18. Predicted (dashed line) and recorded (solid line) normal 
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Figure 19. Predicted (dashed line) and recorded (solid line) normal 
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were computed by the use of Equation 11 when the previously computed 
values of C (n) and R(n) and the digitized aortic and left ventricular 
P 
pressures from a given experiment were specified. For this equation the 
time-dependent behavior of coronary flow is due only to dynamic aortic 
and left ventricular pressures. The predicted mean coronary flow rate 
coincided exactly with experimental values since the resistance values 
used in Equation 11 were based on the experimentally obtained mean coro­
nary flow rate (Equation 8). Thus, when comparing predicted and experi­
mental results, attention should be focused on dynamic similarities and 
differences. 
The time-dependent behavior of predicted coronary blood flow was very 
similar to the measured flow waveform. Noteworthy is the agreement of the 
predicted and experimentally observed decrease in blood flow during 
systole. This agreement is good with respect to both timing and magni­
tude. Small phase differences between the predicted and experimental re­
sults were noted among the dogs. The predicted waveforms of Dogs 1, 2, 
5 and 6 slightly preceded the recorded flow pattern while predicted wave­
forms from Dogs 3 and 4 slightly lagged behind the experimental results. 
For example, the results from Dog 1 during resting flow conditions (Fig­
ure 14) showed the predicted systolic inhibition of blood flow to occur 
earlier than was experimentally recorded. Also, this graph showed the 
predicted flow to increase at the onset of diastole slightly earlier than 
did the experimental recording. Predicted coronary flow waveforms gen­
erally showed less high frequency components than did the experimental 
recordings. An area of disagreement between recorded and predicted coro­
nary flow was in regard to the high frequency content of the flow wave­
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forms. This difference was most clearly seen in the results from Dogs 
2-6 during resting conditions (Figures 15-19). These figures show flow 
oscillations, at a frequency of approximately 10 Hz, superimposed onto the 
recorded LCCA waveforms. Predicted LCCA flow waveforms did not show these 
high frequency oscillations with the exception of the results from Dog 4. 
This type of flow oscillation has been previously observed in coronary 
arteries and studied by Rumberger and Nerem (1977). In their study the 
one-dimensional, nonlinear partial differential equations of fluid motion 
in an elastic, tapered and branched vessel were solved by the method of 
characteristics. The high frequency flow oscillations observed experi­
mentally were reproduced by this analysis and attributed to pressure wave 
reflections occurring continuously along the coronary artery. Thus, the 
reason for disagreement between recorded and predicted high frequency flow 
oscillations could be due to the inability of the quasi-steady model to 
predict wave reflection phenomena. An isolated, but significant, dis­
crepancy was seen when comparing predicted and experimental results from 
Dog 5 during resting conditions. Recorded coronary flow showed a re­
versed flow during early systole while the predicted waveform remained 
positive throughout the cardiac cycle. The reason for this difference can 
be seen in Equation 3b which indicates that for the model used coronary 
flow cannot become negative. 
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DISCUSSION 
Several assumptions were required in the development of a model of 
the coronary-myocardial circulation. A basic assumption was that myo­
cardial blood flow is governed by a "vascular waterfall" pressure-flow 
relationship. While the study by Downey and Kirk (1975) suggested that 
the vascular waterfall mechanism was important when considering mean 
coronary flow, the present study shows that the dynamic coronary flow 
waveform is also adequately predicted with the use of this assumption. 
The favorable comparison of predicted and experimentally determined coro­
nary flow waveforms argues for the validity of this assumption. Specifi­
cally, the timing and magnitude of systolic inhibition of coronary flow, 
closely predicted by the model analysis, strongly suggest that some func­
tion of left ventricular pressure acts as the effective downstream pres­
sure of the vascular bed. 
The functional relationship between IMP and left ventricular pressure 
was assumed to be describable by a position varying coefficient, C^ (n), as 
shown in Equation 4. While the assumption that the magnitude coefficient, 
C, equaled one was largely based on previously reported studies, e.g.. 
Brandi and McGregor (1969), the power-law variation of C^ (n) with position 
was arrived at by the following simplified analysis on the origin of IMP. 
The left ventricle may be viewed as a cylindrical pressure vessel with an 
internal pressure equal to left ventricular pressure and external pres­
sure, i.e., intrathoracic pressure, equal to zero. For such a body, three 
normal stresses are present in the ventricular wall. Two stresses are 
tensile in nature and act in circumferential and axial directions. The 
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third stress is radially directed and acts in a compressive manner. These 
stresses, either in combination or singularly, represent what has been 
termed the passive component of IMP. While the time and spatially de­
pendent contraction of the myocardial fibers would alter in magnitude and 
shape the passively produced IMP, passive IMP represents the minimum IMP 
existing in the ventricular wall. Of the three passively produced normal 
stresses, the radial stress component most nearly represents the actions 
of an IMP, as only the radial stress is compressive in nature. Therefore 
it was felt that an assumed dependence of C^ Cn) with position in the ven­
tricular wall must, as a minimum requirement, describe the radial stress 
distribution. Such a stress distribution is well-known. At the endo­
cardial surface a radial stress produced IMP would equal left ventricular 
pressure; while, at the epicardial surface the IMP would be zero. De­
pending upon the left ventricular wall thickness to radius of curvature 
ratio, the IMP so produced would either decrease linearly for a thin-
walled vessel, or decrease nonlinearly (concave upward) for a thick-
walled vessel. The model generated IMP profiles derived from maximum 
hyperemic data approached the former type of passive, radial stress pro­
duced IMP distribution. This result is consistent with previously cited 
studies that have shown active production of IMP to be depressed or 
eliminated when the myocardium becomes hypoxic. During resting flow 
conditions, when the myocardium is adequately perfused, the active com­
ponent of IMP should be present, and thus increase the total IMP at each 
point in the ventricular wall. Again, the predicted results are con­
sistent with this reasoning. 
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Another assumption used in the model development was that the coro­
nary artery is an entirely passive conduit of blood to the myocardium. 
This simplification neglects pressure losses along the artery resulting 
from the acceleration of arterial blood and viscous wall shear. Also, the 
model neglected any radial flow component due to compliance of the arte­
rial wall. Since inertial pressure losses are dependent upon the time 
rate of change of the velocity, errors incurred by neglecting inertia 
would be most prominent during early systole and late diastole when blood 
flow is most rapidly changing. Errors incurred by neglecting compliance 
would also be most significant during these intervals as aortic pressure 
is then most rapidly changing. The generally good agreement between the 
experimental and predicted flow waveforms during these intervals suggests 
that inertial and compliance effects can be neglected when considering 
coronary blood flow. 
Neglecting viscous pressure losses may have produced a significant 
error in estimating the total myocardial intravascular resistance from the 
experimentally obtained diastolic resistance. In computing diastolic re­
sistance, aortic pressure was taken to equal the perfusion pressure of the 
distal vascular bed. However, if viscous pressure losses are present, 
then the perfusion pressure is less than the aortic pressure and the com­
puted diastolic resistance would overestimate the actual intravascular 
resistance of the vascular bed. Also, this possible error would be ex­
pected to vary in magnitude with experimental conditions as a viscous 
pressure drop is dependent upon flow rate. If the experimentally measured 
pressure gradients in the LCCA of dogs by Atabek et al. (1975) are appli­
cable to the present study, a 20% overestimate of myocardial resistance 
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occurred during maximum hyperemia. During resting conditions, the inclu­
sion of viscous effects would have a negligible effect on the estimated 
resistance values. This type of error, if present, would also reduce the 
actual vascular resistance reserve of each layer of the vascular bed. 
The proposed model of the normal coronary myocardial circulation 
offers a unifying framework from which the mechanics of coronary and myo­
cardial blood flow can be studied. The model is not wholly unique, as 
others have previously utilized parallel-channel, vascular waterfall 
models of the myocardial vascular bed. However, the use of the experi­
mentally derived diastolic resistance as a measure of the total intra­
vascular resistance has not been previously used in these models. The 
inclusion of the diastolic resistance reduces the number of unknowns or 
assumptions by one and has allowed prediction of the coronary flow wave­
form, intravascular resistance and tissue pressure profiles from relative­
ly easily measurable quantities. The model will be used in Part III of 
this report to predict the effect that an acute coronary stenosis has upon 
coronary and myocardial blood flow. 
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PART III. STENOTIC CORONARY BLOOD FLOW 
99 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Pressure Drop Across a Stenosis 
One of the most serious consequences of an arterial stenosis is the 
pressure loss which occurs across the stenosis. This pressure drop re­
duces the perfusion pressure of the downstream vascular bed and will re­
sult in a decrease in the blood flow rate unless compensatory mechanisms 
are initiated. The mechanics of pressure losses across arterial stenoses 
has been the focus of several studies. 
Young and Tsai (1973a) measured the drop in pressure, AP, across 
modeled arterial stenoses under steady and pulsatile flow conditions. The 
steady flow pressure drop was described by the relation 
u t^ '^ 0 2 2 
AP = — U + -J- 1) PU (13) 
In this equation, y and p are the absolute viscosity and density of the 
fluid, D and A^  are the diameter and cross-sectional area of the unob-
2 
structed tube, i.e., A^  = w/4D , U is the cross-sectional average veloci­
ty in the unobstructed tube and A^  is the mi m* mi m cross-sectional area of 
the modeled stenosis. The dimensionless coefficients, and K^ , were 
determined from steady flow experiments to give the best fit of Equation 
13 with the measured data- The first term on the right side of Equation 
13 represented the viscous component of the stenosis pressure drop. The 
second term on the right side of Equation 13 accounted for turbulent 
pressure losses associated with the convective acceleration of the fluid 
into the out of the stenosis. For unsteady flow, a third pressure drop 
term which accounted for inertial effects due to local acceleration of the 
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fluid, du/de, was added to Equation 13 (Young and Tsai, 1973b). Thus the 
time-varying pressure drop across a stenosis was described by 
K Aj-j « 
P = K #U + ^(-r 1) p|ulu + KpL dU/dt (14) 
V D  ^ U. p 
In this equation, was the length of the vessel over which the pressure 
drop was measured and was an empirically determined coefficient. The 
values of and used in the dynamic tests were the same as those de­
termined from steady flow tests. Equation 14 was found to closely approx­
imate the measured dynamic pressure drop in both a time and magnitude 
sense. Equations 13 and 14 demonstrated that for a given fluid with p 
and y constant and given vessel with and constant, the magnitude of 
the stenosis pressure drop was dependent upon the fluid velocity and 
geometry. The geometrical dependence of the viscous pressure drop, spe­
cifically K^ , was largely determined by the severity, or percent, 
stenosis. This quantity was described by 
% stenosis = (1 - A^ /A^ ) x 100% (15) 
The specific shape and length of stenosis also influenced the value of K^ . 
The geometrical dependence of the turbulent pressure loss was due almost 
2 
solely to the area ratio term, i.e., (AQ/A  ^- 1) , as was found to be 
approximately one for all stenoses examined. The inertial pressure drop 
was felt to be relatively independent of stenosis geometry with taken 
to be a constant value of approximately one. 
Equation 14 was used by Young et al. (1975) and Young et al. (1977) 
to predict the stenosis pressure drop in canine femoral and carotid arter­
ies. Axi-symmetric, hollowed cylindrical plugs were inserted in these 
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arteries. The values of K and K of these simulated stenoses were de-
V t 
termined from in vitro steady flow tests, and the area average velocity 
was determined from an electromagnetic flowmeter. Equation 14 was found 
to closely describe the experimentally measured dynamic pressure drop. 
Relationships between stenosis pressure drop and flow, or velocity, 
similar in form to Equation 14 have been reported by Logan (1975) and 
Gupta (1974). Logan's experiments were based on experimental pressure 
drop and flow measurements in excised human stenotic coronary arteries. 
His data was seen to correlate well with the relation, 
AP = aQ + gq^  (16) 
As Logan's experiments were of a steady-flow nature, no time-dependent 
pressure drop term would be present. Gupta's study utilized in vitro 
models of coronary stenoses exposed to simulated hemodynamic conditions 
found in coronary arteries. Results from these experiments indicated that 
for heart rates less than 180 beats per minute the time-dependent inertial 
pressure drop across a stenosis was of minor significance in determining 
the total stenosis pressure drop. Thus, the pressure drop-flow relation­
ship was felt to be describable by the relation 
AP = R^ Q + (K^  + K2)Q^  (17) 
where R^  represents the Poiseuille-type viscous loss along the stenosis, 
described an entrance loss associated with the restructuring of the 
velocity profile along the stenosis and reflects an expansion pressure 
loss. 
The effect of stenosis geometry upon the pressure drop was studied by 
Seeley and Young (1976) in an extensive series of steady-flow model 
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experiments. These tests were specifically directed towards establishing 
the relationship between the dimensionless coefficients, and K^ , used 
in Equation 14 and stenosis geometry. The influence of three geometrical 
characteristics of stenoses: stenosis severity (A^ /A^ ), length of the 
stenosis (L/DQ) and eccentricity of the stenosis were examined in relation 
to the pressure drop. Tests were conducted over a range of Reynolds num­
bers (10-1000) consistent with canine arterial hemodynamics. 
The turbulence induced pressure drop coefficient, K^ , varied little 
with stenosis geometry and with = 1.52 the turbulent pressure drop 
component could be satisfactorily estimated. The dependence of with 
stenosis geometry was determined for two types of stenoses. For smooth 
stenoses in the shape of hollowed cylindrical plugs good agreement with 
experimental data was found when 
= 32(L^ /DQ)(AQ/A^ )^  (18a) 
with 
L = 0.83L + 1.64D, (18b) 
a 1 
In these equations L is the length of the stenosis and is the "throat" 
diameter of the stenosis. For stenoses with irregular shapes good agree­
ment with experimental data was found when 
= 32(L/DQ)(AQ/A^^ )^  (19a) 
where 
A./A, = 0.75A./Ai +0.25 (19b) 0 la 0 1 
The area term A^  in Equations 18a and 19b was the area of the narrowest 
part of the irregular constriction. 
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Effect of a Stenosis upon Coronary Blood Flow 
Resting mean coronary blood flow remains essentially constant despite 
the presence of relatively severe stenoses. Gould et al. (1974) found 
that a 98% stenosis was necessary to reduce mean resting flow in the ca­
nine LCCA. In these acute experiments, the stenosis was created by an ex­
ternal snare-type occluder. Elzinga and Skinner (1975) created stenoses 
which were greater in length than those produced by Gould et al. (1974) 
but obtained similar results; i.e., mean resting flow in the canine LCCA 
remained constant until 94-99% stenoses were created. 
As contrasted with resting flow, mean hyperemic coronary blood flow 
is decreased by much less severe stenoses. The peak mean hyperemic flow, 
induced by injection of radiographic contrast materialj was shown by 
Gould et al. (1974) and Gould and Lipscomb (1974) to be initially limited 
by the presence of 51 to 64% stenoses. Folts et al. (1977) found similar 
results, i.e., mean reactive hyperemia was initially decreased when a 60% 
stenosis was created. In these latter three studies, mean hyperemic flow 
decreased as the stenosis severity was further increased until reactive 
hyperemia was totally abolished with the creation of a 94-99% stenosis. 
Similar results for stenosed LCCA canine arteries were reported by Elzinga 
and Skinner (1975). 
Logan (1975) demonstrated the dependence of mean coronary flow on 
stenosis severity and vascular bed resistance in his hydraulic model 
study. The results agreed qualitatively with the previously cited ex­
perimental studies and exemplify current thought regarding the mechanism 
of the effect of stenoses on arterial blood flow. The hydraulic model 
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consisted of an excised stenosed coronary artery in series with a variable 
hydraulic resistance representing the distal vascular bed. Under "rest­
ing" conditions increases in stenosis severity could be compensated by 
decreases in the vascular bed resistance. Thus resting flow levels could 
be maintained with increasing stenosis severities as long as the vascular 
bed could,further decrease its resistance. When the minimum vascular bed 
resistance was reached, subsequent changes in flow became solely dependent 
upon stenosis resistance. Flow then decreased with further increases in 
the percent stenosis. During elevated flow conditions, created by lower­
ing the unstenosed vascular bed resistance, the stenosis became flow 
limiting at a lesser stenosis severity than during resting conditions. 
This was felt to be due to two factors. First, the stenosis resistance, 
i.e., from Equation 16 
R = AP/Q = A + BQ (20) 
s 
increases with flow rate and secondly, the vascular reserve of the periph­
eral bed had been partially "used-up" in order to obtain an elevated flow 
rate. Therefore a smaller vascular reserve remained to compensate for 
increased stenosis resistance. 
Effect of Stenoses on Myocardial Blood Flow 
All of the previously cited studies have studied the effect of a 
stenosis upon arterial flow. The description of the effect of an arterial 
stenosis upon myocardial blood flow is of clinical interest to the inves­
tigator and physician. For the case of the coronary circulation, arterial 
blood flow may not adequately describe myocardial blood flow in terms of 
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total perfusion due to the presence of collateral blood vessels supplying the 
peripheral bed, and nonhomogeneous regional myocardial flow distributions. 
Collateral vessels form an alternate pathway through which blood may 
detour a stenosed or completely occluded artery and thereby maintain some 
level of perfusion of the vascular bed served by the affected artery. 
Reviews of studies on the coronary collateral circulation have offered 
several qualitative facets of this vascular sub-system (Bloor, 1974; 
Wechsler, 1977). While several types of collateral vessels have been de­
scribed, the intercoronary coronary collateral vessels have received the 
most attention due to their potential for supplying the peripheral vascu­
lar bed. Intercoronary collateral vessels are generated by anastomoses 
between branches of the major coronary arteries; such as between the left 
anterior descending and left circumflex coronary arteries. The collateral 
vessels associated with normal coronary circulations are quite small, on 
the order of 50 microns in diameter. The location or distribution of 
these vessels is not homogeneous across the ventricular wall nor are they 
similar in different species. The collateral circulation of the dog is 
apparently weighted towards servicing the epicardium while pigs and man 
show collateral blood flow which is predominantly directed towards the 
subendocardium. Collateral flow to the myocardium also appears to be in­
fluenced by some form of an extravascular resistance as suggested by the 
studies of Cibulski et al. (1973) and Downey and Chagrasuli (1976). 
The functional significance of collateral blood flow to the periph­
eral vascular bed is largely dependent upon the length of time that a flow 
limiting stenosis or arterial occlusion has been present. In the case of 
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normal coronary arteries which are suddenly occluded, retrograde blood 
flow equals approximately 10% of the normal resting mean coronary flow 
rate (Schaper, 1971; Bloor and White, 1972). This value suggests that the 
lumped collateral resistance under normal, i.e., unobstructed, arterial 
conditions is approximately ten times greater than the resting peripheral 
bed resistance. Thus, when the coronary artery is patent and arterial 
resistance is much less than peripheral bed resistance, collateral blood 
flow to the myocardium must be very small. 
During an arterial constriction or occlusion lasting several months 
the collateral circulation develops so as to increase the perfusion of the 
affected vascular bed. In a study utilizing radioactive microspheres to 
quantitate the pressure-flow relationship of coronary collateral vessels 
Schaper et al. (1976) demonstrated the development of the collateral 
circulation. Following acute occlusion of an otherwise normal coronary 
artery, the collateral resistance was 3.52 mm Hg-min/ml per 100 gm of 
tissue. At four weeks following chronic occlusion the collateral resist­
ance had decreased to 0.39 mm Hg-min/ml per 100 gm. At eight and eighteen 
weeks post-occlusion the collateral resistance further decreased to 0.27 
and 0.22 mm Hg/(ml/min) per 100 gm of tissue. 
The significance of collateral blood flow to the peripheral bed in 
the presence of an acute coronary stenosis is of particular interest in 
the present study. Roth et al. (1976) studied this problem through the 
use of a mathematical model of a combined arterial stenosis, peripheral 
bed and collateral bed system. A collateral resistance equal to ten times 
the peripheral bed resistance was used along with Equation 14 to describe 
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the pressure drop across a coronary stenosis. It was demonstrated that 
collateral blood flow did not significantly contribute to the peripheral 
bed flow rate until a stenosis which nearly occluded the coronary artery 
was present. Thus it was concluded that changes in arterial blood flow 
associated with the presence of mild to severe coronary stenosis closely 
represented changes in peripheral bed blood flow. 
Previous studies examining the effects of decreased perfusion pres­
sures on myocardial blood flow have shown the endocardium to be most sus­
ceptible to ischemia (Moir and DeBra, 1967; Griggs and Nakamura, 1968). 
Furthermore, the effect of an arterial constriction on regional myocardial 
blood flow, as with its effect on arterial blood flow, has been shown to 
be dependent upon the flow demand of the myocardial vascular bed. Flameng 
et al. (1974) measured myocardial blood flow when the LCCA was partially 
constricted during resting and drug-induced hyperemic conditions. While 
the presence of mild or severe arterial stenoses decreased the endo/epi 
ratio found during normal resting conditions, elevated flow levels through 
the same constriction further decreased the endo/epi ratio. Ball and 
Bache (1976) found that only with elevated flow conditions, as produced by 
controlled exercise in chronically prepared dogs, did a constricted coro­
nary artery produce nonuniform myocardial flow distributions. In this 
same study it was shown that when mild stenoses selectively inhibited 
endocardium flow, epicardial flow remained equal to control conditions. 
Increased severities of arterial stenoses, while further reducing endo­
cardial flow, also decreased epicardial blood flow. 
The finding that endocardial blood flow can be more greatly inhibited 
by the presence of a coronary stenosis than epicardial flow is important. 
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However, the reason for this effect is not immediately clear when one con­
siders that the drop in perfusion pressure generated by a stenosis is 
equal for all layers of the myocardium served by the constricted artery. 
Also, from previously cited studies a uniform vascular reserve across the 
left ventricular wall has been demonstrated. Thus it would seem that all 
layers of the myocardial vascular bed should be similarly affected by the 
presence of a flow limiting stenosis. Ball and Bache (1976) felt that 
preferential endocardial underperfusion due to a stenosis was associated 
with the velocity dependence of stenosis resistance. During diastole when 
stenotic flow is largest stenosis resistance and flow inhibition is 
largest. However, it is only during diastole that the inhibitory effects 
of IÎIP on endocardial flow are absent. Thus when a stenosis is present 
endocardial flow was felt to be inhibited during both systole and diastole 
while epicardial flow is primarily inhibited during diastole by the 
stenosis. Ball and Bache's results reflected the temporal redistribution 
of total myocardial flow by the stenosis. During resting, unstenosed con­
ditions systolic flow accounted for 15% of the total flow. %en mild and 
severe stenoses were created during exercise systolic flow increased to 44 
and 46% of the total myocardial flow respectively. Other studies have 
also reported changes in the dynamic coronary flow waveform when coronary 
constrictions are created (Griggs and Nakanura, 1968; Gould et al., 1974; 
Folts et al., 1977). Young et al. (1977) also demonstrated that the flow 
waveforms in canine femoral and carotid arteries became less pulsatile 
when stenoses were created in these arteries. 
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These studies have shown that the presence of a stenosis in a major 
coronary artery can produce changes in both mean and dynamic coronary flow 
and can alter the normally uniform myocardial flow distribution. The 
purpose of the following experiments was to attempt to demonstrate these 
various stenosis related effects from the common framework of the model of 




In each of the six animal experiments, described in Part I of this 
report, following the completion of normal coronary flow data gathering, 
an acute stenosis of the left circumflex coronary artery was created. The 
stenosis was formed by placing an axisymmetric annular ring about the 
artery distal to the electromagnetic flowmeter probe. These rings had 
been machined from polycarbonate stock. To allow placement of the ring 
about the artery, a quarter section of the ring was cut out. During a 
given experiment the outer diameter of the LCCA was measured and an appro­
priately sized ring was selected. A constant length of stenosis to ex­
ternal arterial diameter ratio of approximately two was maintained for all 
tests. The coronary stenosis was created by first placing the three-
quarter ring section on the exposed artery at the desired location. An 
"electronic wire bundler" was then placed about ring and partially tight­
ened. The quarter section of the ring was then slipped under the wire 
bundler and aligned with the three-quarter section of the ring. The en­
tire ring constrictor was then secured in position by tightening the sur­
rounding wire bundler, A photograph of the externally produced stenosis 
is shown in Figure 20a. In this figure blood flow is from right to left 
in the LCCA. 
With the stenosis created, data were collected in the same manner as 
for normal coronary flow conditions. Following a period of time which 
allowed the monitored physiologic variables to stabilize, the artery was 
occluded at a point distal to the constriction. This constriction period 
Figure 20a. Experimentally produced acute stenosis of the left 
circumflex coronary artery. 




lasted 30-45 seconds during which the flowmeter baseline was established 
on the strip-chart recorder. Data were recorded prior to and throughout 
the hyperemic response period following the release of the constriction. 
As in the case of normal coronary flow, two periods of the post-release 
response were later digitized; the period when mean flow reached its 
TnaviTmim level (maximum hypermic flow) and at a later period when the 
measured parameters had restabilized (resting flow). 
At the completion of each experiment the external stenosis was re­
moved from the artery to allow for in vitro calibration of the flowmeter 
(see Part I, Methods). The constrictor was then replaced onto the artery 
at its original position. The artery was then perfused with a gelatin 
mixture, which has been previously described, and allowed to congeal in 
the artery. Following chemical fixation, the constrictor device was re­
moved. Figure 20b shows a photograph of the external geometry of the 
constricted artery at this point in the procedure. The split-ring steno­
sis device is shown directly above the constricted artery. The internal 
geometry of the constricted arterial segment was then visualized and 
plotted by projecting thin-layer, full diameter sections of the constrict­
ed segment with a Nikon microprojector. Specific geometric quantities of 
interest were the stenosis length to the unobstructed internal arterial 
diameter, L/D, the minimum cross-sectional areas of the constricted seg­
ment, A^ , and unobstructed segment, A^ . It was noted when visualizing the 
internal geometries of the constricted segments that the constrictor de­
vice produced relatively uniform and axisymmetric constrictions. 
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Model Development 
The purpose of these simulations was to examine the applicability of 
the model of the myocardial vascular bed proposed in Part II and the 
stenosis pressure-drop relationship to the case of a stenotic coronary 
artery. The fundamental difference between the model analysis for normal 
and stenotic coronary arteries was that with the formation of a stenosis 
the distal perfusion pressure could not be equated to aortic pressure. 
Rather, the instantaneous distal perfusion pressure, P^ Ct), for stenotic 
coronary arteries was described by 
PpCt) = P^ (t) - AP(t) (21) 
where AP(t) is the instantaneous pressure drop across the constriction. 
This pressure loss was evaluated from Equation 14, i.e., 
K A 
AP = K U + -^  (-7^  - 1)^  p|u|u + K pL dU/dt (14) 
V DQ ^ u p 
Two simplifications of this relation were made. Firstly, the time-de-
pendent inertial pressure loss term, K^ pL^ dU/dt, was omitted. This was 
justified from the results of Gupta (1974) and Young et al. (1975) which 
indicated that for severe stenoses, as were produced in these coronary 
experiments, viscous and turbulence losses dominate the total pressure 
drop. Secondly, as recorded coronary flow data showed little or no re­
versed flow, |u|u was replaced by U^ . Therefore the instantaneous pres­
sure drop relation when written in terms of arterial flow rate becomes, 
AP(t) = AQ(t) + BQ^ (t) (22) 
where A and B are constants for a given animal and stenosis geometry. 
For AP(t) to have the dimensions of millimeters of mercury when Q(t) was 
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expressed in milliliters per minute, A and B were calculated by the fol­
lowing equations, i.e., 
A = 1.595 (10~^ )K^ y/D^  (23a) 
B = 1.693 (10~^ )KJ.P(AQ/A^  - D^ /D^  (23b) 
In these relations, 
2 
IJ = absolute viscosity of blood (dyne-s/cm ) 
D = internal diameter of unobstructed artery (cm) 
p = density of blood (dyne-s^ /cm^ ) 
2 AQ = cross-sectional area of unobstructed artery (cm ) 
2 
A^  = minimum cross-sectional area in stenosed arterial segment (cm ) 
K , K = viscous and turbulence coefficients associated with a spe-
V t 
cific stenosis (dimensionless) 
The value of was determined from the plotted internal geometry of 
the stenotic arterial segment in association with Equations 19a and 19b. 
The value of was taken as a constant equal to 1.52 for all experiments. 
Thus the distal perfusion pressure for the myocardial bed was described by 
Pg/t) = P^ (t) - AQ(t) - BQ^ (t) (24) 
Arterial flow was taken as the sum of the individual layer flow 
rates, i.e., 
10 
Q(t) = Z Q(n,t) (25) 
n=l 
where the layer flow rates were described by the vascular waterfall rela­
tions, Equations 3a and 3b. These relations when written in terms of the 
reduced perfusion pressure and the tissue pressure coefficient, Cp(n), 
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were 
Q(n,t) = [P^ (t) - AQ(t) - BQ^ (t) - Cp(n)P^ (t)]/R(n) (26a) 
if 
PoCO Cp(n)Py(t), or 
Q(n,t) = 0 (26b) 
if 
PjjCt) < Cp(n)P^ (t) 
Equations 25 and 26 represent eleven independent equations when 
Equation 26 is written for each of the ten layers of the myocardial vascu­
lar bed. When the aortic and left ventricular pressures are specified 
these equations have thirty-one unkowns: the arterial flow rate and ten 
values each for the layer flow rates, the local tissue pressure coeffi­
cients and the local intravascular resistances, R(n). Twenty of these 
unknowns must be supplied in order to obtain a solution for coronary flow 
during a given experimental condition. 
The tissue pressure coefficient, Cp(n), could not be determined from 
experimental data as was the case for normal coronary flow conditions. 
This was due to two reasons. Firstly, in the development of Equation 10, 
which permitted estimation of the tissue pressure profile shape parameter, 
a, it was assumed that P^ (t) ^  P^ (n,t) throughout the cardiac cycle. 
While this condition was felt to be reasonable for unobstructed coronary 
flow, significant pressure losses across a stenosis would cause the distal 
arterial pressure to be less than the tissue pressure in the inner layers 
of the vascular bed for significant periods of time. Secondly, the lumped 
intravascular resistance, which was estimated by the diastolic resistance 
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in Equation 10, could not be independently measured during the present 
stenotic flow experiments. Thus, as a first approximation of the actual 
tissue pressure profile, the previously computed C^ Cn) values from normal 
coronary flow experiments were used in Equations 26. Specifically, for 
simulations of resting or maximum hypremic stenotic flow in a given ani­
mal, the Cp(n) values obtained from resting or maximum hyperemic normal 
flow data in the same animal were used respectively. This procedure re­
duced the number of unknowns in Equations 25 and 26 to twenty-one. A 
solution then required supplying ten additional values for either the 
layer flow rates or the local intravascular resistances. 
To simulate maximum hyperemic conditions it was assumed that the 
occlusion-induced hypoxia had caused the intravascular resistances to de­
crease to their minimum value. These minimum resistance values under 
stenotic conditions were assumed to equal the computed minimum resistance 
values obtained from normal maximum hyperemic conditions. Equations 25 
and 26 were then solved at each instant in the cardiac cycle using the 
corresponding instantaneous aortic and ventricular pressures along with 
the stenosis constants A and B. The numerical procedures for the simula­
tion of maximum hyperemic stenotic flow are described in Appendix B of 
this report. 
Under resting stenotic conditions, it was felt that the vascular bed 
attempted to compensate for the presence of the stenosis by autoregula-
tion. This control process was described as attempting to maintain a 
demanded mean flow rate to each layer of the vascular bed by decreasing 
the corresponding local intravascular resistance. The demanded mean flow 
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rate for each layer was taken as equal to the mean flow rate for that 
layer computed during normal resting conditions. As a uniform mean flow 
distribution was felt to occur during normal resting conditions the de­
manded flow for each layer equaled one-tenth of the mean arterial flow. 
Equations 25 and 26 were solved for resting flow conditions by including 
an autoregulation "loop" within the computer program written for maximum 
hyperemia flow. Initial estimates of the local intravascular resistances 
were supplied and the resulting instantaneous flow rates throughout the 
selected cardiac cycle computed. The time-averaged mean flow rates for 
each layer were then computed and compared to the demanded mean flow for 
each layer. Based on these comparisons a new set of intravascular re­
sistances were generated. The new resistance values were then supplied to 
the beginning of the program and a new set of mean layer flow rates com­
puted. This process continued until the computed mean flow rates closely 
approximated the demanded mean flow rates, or until the minimum intra­
vascular resistance values were attained. The numerical procedures used 
to simulate resting stenotic flow are described in Appendix B of this 
report. The results of the stenotic coronary artery experiments and model 




Experimentally Measured Results 
Coronary stenoses resulting in 82-94% reductions in lumen area of the 
LCCA were created in the six dogs. Geometrical characteristics of these 
stenoses along with computed values for the viscous and turbulence loss 
coefficients are presented in Table 4. Also presented in this table is 
a summary of experimentally measured hemodynamic parameters. 
Associated with the formation and presence of a coronary stenosis was 
a general decrease in aortic and left ventricular pressures from their 
normal (unobstructed coronary artery) values. The time-averaged values of 
these pressures during stenotic conditions averaged 91±8% (mean standard 
deviation) of their normal magnitudes while peak aortic and left ventricu­
lar pressures during stenotic condition averaged 94±7% and 91±7% of their 
respective normal values. Aortic and left ventricular pressures in Dog 6 
showed the greatest decrease with the presence of a stenosis as the mean 
values were approximately 75% of their normal values. 
Heart rate did not significantly change when a stenosis was created. 
This result is reflected by the nearly constant values of the parame­
ter during normal and stenotic phases of each experiment (see Tables 1 and 
4). 
Changes in the normal mean rate of coronary blood flow and in the 
pulsatility of the dynamic coronary flow waveform were observed following 
the creation of a stenosis. A measure of the effect which the stenosis 
had upon mean coronary flow rate was determined by expressing the stenotic 
Table 4. Stenotic coronary data^  
Stenosis _ „ 
K  ^ V 
_^3 (mg Hg) (mg Hg) 
Dog Condition % AR L/D (xlO ) peak mean peak mean 
1 Rest 95 88 101 45 
94 17 2.1 11 1.52 
Maximum 86 81 94 42 
2 Rest 112 103 110 56 
82 5.6 2.5 1.6 1.52 
Maximum 118 108 114 55 
3 Rest 109 101 111 56 
86 7.2 2.0 2.0 1.52 
Maximum 109 101 109 52 
4 Rest 115 108 121 60 
87 7.7 2.0 3.0 1.52 
Maximum 107 99 113 51 
5 Rest 103 92 105 43 
94 16 1.7 8.3 1.52 
Maximum 109 97 113 44 
6 Rest 133 113 127 60 
94 16 2.1 11 1.52 
Maximum 129 111 125 60 
= percent reduction in lumen area by stenosis; AR = area ratio = 
unobstructed lumen area/minimum stenotic area; L/D = dimensionless steno­
sis length = length of stenosis/unobstructed lumen diameter; Ky, Kt = di­
mensionless viscous and turbulence pressure drop coefficients; PA = aortic 
pressure; P-y = left ventricular pressure; Q = LCCA flowrate; U = LCCA area 
average velocity; Re = Reynolds number = pDU/y; a = unsteadiness parame­
ter = D/2/2(HR)p/ôOy; Qg = portion of total flow occurring in systole; 
percent of normal flow = stenotic flow rate/normal flow rate. 
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Q U - Percent of 
(ml/min) (cm/s) s normal flow 
peak mean peak mean peak mean (%) (%) 
46 30 11.6 7.3 89 56 2.6 50 98 
89 76 22.5 19.2 173 148 2.5 44 60 
94 55 23.7 13.9 197 115 3.0 33 103 
357 270 90.1 68.1 749 566 3.0 42 91 
38 19 8.4 4.2 79 39 3.2 19 100 
93 61 20.4 13.5 192 127 3.2 42 67 
116 47 29.3 11.9 243 99 3.3 17 87 
194 138 49.0 34.8 407 289 3.3 39 68 
54 36 8.8 5.7 76 49 3.4 27 90 
142 103 23.3 16.9 202 147 3.4 38 48 
36 20 8.5 4.7 84 47 3.4 33 49 
113 90 26.6 21.2 264 211 3.4 40 43 
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mean flow rate during a given experimental condition as a percentage of 
the corresponding normal mean flow rate. This measure of the hemodynamic 
effects of a coronary stenosis, presented in Table 4, showed maximum 
hyperemic mean flow rates to be more severely decreased than were resting 
flow rates. Kith the exception of Dog 6, resting mean flow rates equalled 
or were within 15% of their associated normal values. Under maximum 
hyperemic conditions changes in stenotic flow rates ranged from 91% of 
normal (Dog 2) to 43% of normal in Dog 6. No significant correlation was 
found between the change in mean flow rate and percent stenosis for the 
six dogs. This was not surprising as the mean stenotic flow was felt to 
be a function of distal vascular resistance in addition to stenotic re­
sistance. 
Results from Dog 5, shown in Figure 21, demonstrated the fundamental 
changes in mean and dynamic coronary blood flow associated with the forma­
tion of a coronary stenosis. During resting conditions stenotic flow 
inhibition was almost exclusively a diastolic phenomena. The results from 
Dog 5 clearly show this effect along with an increase in the systolic flow 
portion of the coronary flow cycle. The percent of total coronary flow 
which occurred during systole increased from the normal resting value of 
22% to 27%. During maximum hyperemic conditions flow inhibition occurred 
throughout the cardiac cycle although diastolic flow appeared more severe­
ly reduced than systolic flow. 
An attempt was made to quantify the observed qualitative changes in 
the dynamic coronary flow waveform associated with the creation of a 
stenosis with the percent of coronary flow occurring during systole. It 
Figure 21. Experimentally recorded normal coronary flow (solid line) 
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was generally observed that stenotic coronary flow waveforms were less 
pulsatile in form than those occurring under similar normal conditions. 
However, comparisons of the percent systolic flow values presented in 
Tables 1 and 4 did not consistently follow these observations. 
Model Simulation of Stenotic Coronary Flow 
The results of the model simulations of coronary blood flow for 
resting and maximum hyperemic stenotic conditions are shown in Figures 
22-27. In general, the best agreement between predicted and measured mean 
flow values was found for resting conditions. With the notable exception 
of Dog 6, the average ratio of predicted to measured mean resting flow 
rates was 1.04±0.08 (mean±standard deviation). This close correlation of 
mean flow rates, in at least five of the six dogs, supported the hypothe­
sis that the myocardial vascular bed attempted to maintain a mean flow 
rate equal to that measured during resting normal conditions. These data 
also indicate that the presence of relatively severe stenosis had no 
appreciable effect upon resting mean coronary flow rates. Even in the 
case of Dog 6, where the predicted mean flow rate exceeded the measured 
value by nearly 100%, the model simulation indicated that the presence of 
a 94% area reduction stenosis should not have been sufficient to decrease 
the normal resting mean coronary flow rate. The noted depression of 
measured coronary flow and mean and peak aortic and left ventricular 
pressures in Dog 6 may have instead reflected a fundamental change in the 
metabolic demands of the perfused myocardium secondary to the altered 
hemodynamics of coronary blood flow in this animal. Predicted stenotic 
flow waveforms agreed closely with measured resting stenotic flow wave-
Figure 22. Predicted (dashed line) and recorded (solid line) stenotic 
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Figure 23. Predicted (dashed line) and recorded (solid line) stenotic 
coronary flow for Dog 2. 
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Figure 24. Predicted (dashed line) and recorded (solid line) stenotic 
coronary flow for Dog 3. 
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Figure 25. Predicted (dashed line) and recorded (solid line) stenotic 
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Figure 26. Predicted (dashed line) and recorded (solid line) stenotic 
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Figure 27. Predicted (dashed line) and recorded (solid line) stenotic 
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forms in Dogs 2, 3 and 4 and to a lesser extent in Dog 5. In this last 
dog secondary flow waves superimposed onto the primary flow waveform were 
experimentally observed but not predicted by the model analysis. A sig­
nificant difference between measured and predicted waveforms was found in 
Dog 1. In this animal, the measured flow waveform showed systolic flow 
to be greater than diastolic flow. While the measured and predicted mean 
flows for this condition were within 3% of one another, the predicted flow 
waveform showed the usual systolic inhibition of coronary flow. 
Simulated maximum hyperemic stenotic coronary flow, while being in 
general agreement with the recorded data concerning the pulsatile nature 
of the waveform, was generally less is magnitude than the measured data. 
For maximum hyperemic conditions, the average ratio of predicted to meas­
ured mean flow rates was 0.81±0.20. This type of discrepancy suggested 
that a systematic error was made with regard to the estimation of some 
time-independent parameter involved with the model analysis. It was felt 
that a likely source for these discrepancies was the estimation of the 
myocardial intravascular resistances for the reasons which were previously 
discussed in Part I of this report. 
The numerical procedures leading to the prediction of stenotic coro­
nary flow also generated intermediate results describing simulation ste­
notic pressure losses and resistances, compensatory changes in the vascu­
lar bed model resistances, and projected changes in regional myocardial 
blood flow. While no independent measurements were made of these events, 
the close agreement of predicted and experimental flow waveforms in cer­
tain experiments suggested that the intermediate results may also be valid. 
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Table 5 presents a compilation of the predicted hemodynamic charac­
teristics of the coronary stenoses created in this study. The stenotic 
pressure drop (AP) varied widely among the experiments ranging from a low 
mean value of 1.3 mm Hg for Dog 3 under resting conditions to a high mean 
value of 50 mm Hg in Dog 6 during maximum hyperemia. Also shown in Table 
5 are data describing the total stenotic resistance (R ) of each coro-b •T 
nary stenosis. Instantaneous values of this parameter were derived from 
Equation 22 as the ratio of the instantaneous pressure drop to the instan­
taneous predicted flow rate, i.e.. 
Mean total stenotic resistance was taken as the statistical average of the 
instantaneous values computed during a cardiac cycle. A measure of the 
relative significance of a given stenosis is shown in Table 5 as the ratio 
of the mean total stenotic resistance to the associated diastolic re­
stenoses during resting conditions was relatively small in comparison to 
the normal resting diastolic resistance. For example in Dog 1 the total 
mean stenotic resistance represented 31% of the normal diastolic resist­
ance during resting conditions. As the intravascular resistance reserve 
of this dog was approximately 4, the addition of the 94% stenosis could 
easily be compensated for by peripheral vasodilation. During maximum 
hyperemia the presence of a stenosis was more significant, due to the in­
creased flow rate through the stenosis and the elimination of intravascu­
lar resistance reserve. Thus in Dog 1 the total mean stenotic resistance 
was approximately 1.4 times as great as the minimum diastolic resistance. 
Rg = A + BQ(t) (23) 
listed in Table 1. The resistances of the coronary 
Table 5. Hemodynamic characteristics of stenoses^  













1 Resting 41 31 32 20 0.74 0.60 31 59 50 
94 
Maximum 55 46 47 35 0.84 0.75 142 65 60 
2 Resting 89 53 10 5.0 0.11 0.08 8 64 50 
82 
Maximum 223 183 49 35 0.22 0.19 76 82 79 
4 Resting 34 19 2.6 1.3 0.08 0.06 2 50 33 
86 
Maximum 109 73 18 10 0.16 0.12 16 75 67 
5 Resting 97 53 23 11 0.24 0.16 15 71 56 
87 
Maximum 143 104 46 28 0.32 0.25 71 78 72 
5 Resting 60 40 21 12 0.34 0.27 17 65 56 
94 
Maximum 108 88 56 41 0.52 0.45 122 75 71 
6 Resting 57 40 35 21 0.63 0.50 23 68 60 
94 
Maximum 80 68 64 50 0.81 0.72 153 75 72 
stenosis = % lumen area reduction by stenosis; Q = predicted LCCA flow rate; AP = predicted 
stenosis pressure drop; RS,T ~ predicted total stenotic resistance; RS,T/RD ~ ratio of mean total 
stenotic resistance to diastolic resistance; Rg jVRg -j- = ratio of inertlal stenotic resistance to 
total stenotic resistance. 
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As shown in Equation 23, the total stenotic resistance is the sum of 
a viscous resistance term (A), primarily dependent upon the geometry of 
the stenosis, and a convective inertial resistance (BQ(t)), dependent upon 
both stenosis geometry and the flow rate through the stenosis. The rela­
tive contribution of these two terms to the total stenotic resistance is 
indicated in Table 5 by the ratio of the stenotic inertial resistance 
(Rç to the total stenotic resistance. Under resting conditions both of 
o, i 
the stenotic resistance components accounted for approximately 50% of the 
total stenotic resistance. With the increase in blood flow rate through 
the stenosis during maximum hyperemia the convective inertial resistance 
component tended to dominate, accounting for 60-79% of the total stenotic 
resistance. However, viscous resistance, representing 21-40% of the total 
stenotic resistance during maximum hyperemia, was still significant under 
these conditions. 
Model simulations of the hemodynamic conditions found in the six 
animal experiments showed that only during maximum hyperemia in stenotic 
arteries were the regional myocardial blood flow rates less than the de­
manded values. In other words, decreases in the individual layer intra­
vascular resistances during resting stenotic conditions were sufficient to 
compensate for the presence of stenoses and thereby maintain normal mean 
coronary and myocardial flow rates. As an example of these results. 
Figures 28 and 29 show the projected stenotic pressure drop and coronary 
flow waveforms from Dog 3 when an 86% stenosis was created. The resting 
mean and diastolic peak coronary flow rates were virtually unchanged from 
normal conditions and the layers of the myocardial vascular bed model were 
Figure 28a. Predicted resting pressure drop across an 86% stenosis in 
Dog 3. 
Figure 28b. Recorded aortic and left ventricular pressures (solid 
lines) and predicted pressure distal to 86% stenosis 
(dashed line) in Dog 3 during rest. 
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Figure 29a. Predicted pressure drop across an 86% stenosis in Dog 3 
during maximum hyperemia. 
Figure 29b. Recorded aortic and left ventricular pressures (solid 
lines) and predicted pressure distal to 86% stenosis 
(dashed line) in Dog 3 during maximum hyperemia. 
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perfused uniformly at their demanded levels, i.e., 1.9 ml/min. The reason 
for the insignificant hemodynamic effects of what could be anatomically 
termed as a "moderate to severe" coronary stenosis was due to the small 
pressure drop across the stenosis, with a mean value of 1.3 mm Hg, and the 
sufficient compensatory changes in the distal vascular bed resistances. 
Within the inner six layers of the vascular bed model 15% of the indi­
vidual layer intravascular resistance reserves were expended to compensate 
for the stenosis and changes in aortic and left ventricular pressure; 
while in Layer 10, 9% of its resistance reserve was expended for the same 
task. 
During maximum hyperemia in Dog 3 (Figure 29) the influence of the 
86% stenosis upon flows and pressures increased. Pressure drop across the 
stenosis had a mean value of 10 mm Hg with a peak pressure loss of 18 
mm Hg occurring during diastole. The myocardial perfusion pressure, 
was found to be preferentially inhibited during diastole as a result of 
the velocity dependence of the stenotic pressure loss. Regional myo­
cardial blood flow was less than the normal demanded values with preferen­
tial endocardial underperfusion being demonstrated. For this particular 
experiment, the ratio of predicted mean flow rate to the demanded mean 
flow rate was 0.76 in Layer 1 and 0.86 in Layer 10. The resulting "endo/ 
epi" flow ratio was 0.89. 
The predicted increased susceptibility of the endocardium to ischemia 
during stenotic maximum hyperemia is felt to be significant. The manner in 
which preferential endocardial ischemia occurred was investigated by an ex­
amination of predicted results for Dog 5. Figure 30 presents a compilation of 
Figure 30a. Measured aortic and left ventricular pressures during 
normal maximum hyperemia in Dog 5 (solid line) and pre­
dicted distal coronary pressure for stenotic maximum 
hyperemia (dashed line). 
Figure 30b. Predicted blood flow to Layer 10 during normal maximum 
hyperemia (long dashed line) and stenotic maximum hyper­
emia (short dashed line). 
Figure 30c. Predicted blood flow to Layer 5 during normal maximum 
hyperemia (long dashed line) and stenotic maximum hyper­
emia (short dashed line). 
Figure 30d. Predicted blood flow to Layer 1 during normal maximum 
hyperemia (long dashed line) and stenotic maximum hyper­
emia (short dashed line). 
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measured and predicted results associated with maximum hyperemic flow 
through the normal LCCA and through the same vessel when a 94% stenosis 
had been created. Simulated myocardial blood flow was uniform in a mean 
sense, across the vascular bed when the artery was unstenosed. However, 
the time-dependent nature of individual layer flow rates differed greatly. 
In the subepicardial region of the ventricular wall (Layer 10), where 
tissue pressure was taken to be 5% of the instantaneous left ventricular 
pressure, flow was continuous throughout the cardiac cycle. Systolic flow 
in this layer exceeded diastolic flow by a small amount due to the rise in 
aortic pressure during systole. Progressing towards the subendocardium 
(Layer 1), myocardial flow was increasingly influenced by the fluctuating 
tissue pressure, and progressively became a diastolic phenomenon. In 
Layer 1, where tissue pressure equaled 96% of left ventricular pressure, 
the blood flow rate was at or near zero throughout most of systole. Equal 
mean flow rates in Layers 1 and 10 were attained by diastolic flow in 
Layer 1 being nearly twice the diastolic flow rate in Layer 10. 
During maximum hyperemic flow through the 94% stenosis the mean per­
fusion pressure for the myocardial vascular bed, P^ , was nearly 50 mm Hg 
below the normal mean aortic pressure. This change in pressures was due 
to a 41 mm Hg mean stenotic pressure loss and a 9 mm Hg drop in mean 
aortic pressure associated with the formation of the stenosis. The distal 
perfusion pressure for stenotic myocardial flow, P^ , was distinctly more 
pulsatile than was the normal perfusion pressure, i.e., aortic pressure. 
Diastolic values for P^  were approximately 20 mm Hg below the mean level. 
Mean myocardial flow rates were decreased below normal mean flow rates 
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throughout the vascular bed with endocardial flow rates being most greatly 
affected. The mean flow rate to Layer 1 was 34% of the normal mean flow 
rate while Layer 10 received 52% of its normal flow. The reason for the 
unequal effects of the stenosis on regional flows can be seen in Figure 
30. Epicardial blood flow, being continuous throughout the cardiac cycle, 
was primarily dependent upon the mean distal perfusion pressure. There­
fore the effect of the stenosis on mean flow to Layer 10 was most closely 
described by the mean stenotic pressure loss. However, in Layer 1, with 
flow being almost entirely diastolic in nature, the effect of the stenosis 
upon flow was most closely described by the diastolic pressure drop across 
the stenosis. 
The effect of a stenosis upon the vascular flow reserve of the 
peripheral vascular bed, i.e, the ratio of maximum mean flow to normal 
resting mean flow, is an important consideration in the evaluation of the 
functional significance of a stenosis. Experimental studies by Gould 
et al. (1974) and model studies by Roth et al. (1976) have shown this 
effect with plots of the vascular flow reserve, based on coronary flow 
rates, versus percent stenosis. A similar plot was constructed in the 
present study by using the recorded data from Dog 2 as input to the 
numerical routines used to predict maximum stenotic coronary flow. The 
computations were repeated for stenosis ranging from 0 to 95% reduction in 
lumen area. In addition to predicted mean coronary flow rates, the pre­
dicted mean flow rates in the different layers of the vascular bed model 
were also computed. Figure 31 displays the results of these procedures 
for coronary flow, endocardial flow (Layer 1) and epicardial flow (Layer 
Figure 31. Predicted effect of a progressive stenosis on coronary and 
myocardial flow reserve in Dog 2. 
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10). Under normal conditions the predicted vascular flow reserve for all 
layers of the myocardium were equal to 5.5. As stenosis severity in­
creased the vascular reserve in the different layers decreased in a non-
homogeneous manner. Endocardial flow reserve was most severely influenced 
by the stenosis while epicardial flow reserve was least affected. As 
coronary flow represented some form of an average myocardial flow rate, 
changes in coronary flow reserve were intermediate between endocardial and 
epicardial changes. For example, with a 90% coronary stenosis maximum 
endocardial flow was predicted to equal 1.3 times the normal mean resting 
flow rate while epicardial flow was 2.8 times the normal value. Coronary 
flow was twice the normal mean resting mean flow rate. 
The prediction of the circumstances under which the myocardium will 
become ischemic is presently of great clinical interest. One method which 
is being currently investigated is the use of the pressure based supply-
demand index, i.e., DPTI/SPTI, to predict hemodynamic conditions under 
which relative changes in regional myocardial perfusion occur. As was 
previously discussed in Part I of this report, homogeneous myocardial 
perfusion has been observed when the DPTI/SPTI index is greater than 0.7. 
These results came from a large series of experiments in which normal 
coronary hemodynamics had been altered by various experimental techniques, 
with the notable exception of coronary stenoses. Therefore it was felt 
that a plot of the predicted "endo/epi" flow ratio to the DPTI/SPTI index 
as derived from the present experiments would be of interest. The "endo/ 
epi" flow ratio was formed as the ratio of the mean flow rates to Layers 1 
and 10 respectively. The Diastolic Pressure Time Index was calculated in 
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the same manner as was described in Part I with exception that the pre­
dicted distal perfusion pressure, P^ , was used instead of aortic pressure. 
The results of these procedures are shown in Figure 32. During resting 
stenotic conditions, the "endo/epi" flow ratios were equal to one in all 
six experiments. The corresponding DPTI/SPTI indexes ranged from 0.6 to 
1.2. Only with maximum hyperemic stenotic flow were myocardial ischemia 
and nonhomogeneous regional myocardial flow distributions produced. As 
can be seen from the plotted results for maximum hyperemic data, the 
endo/epi flow ratios decreased progressively with decreases in the DPTI/ 
SPTI values. A linear regression analysis was performed on the maximum 
hyperemic data. The resulting relation between the flow ratios and the 
supply-demand index was 
Q(l)/Q(10) = 1.00 DPTI/SPTI +0.23 
The correlation coefficient (r) for this analysis was 0.97, indicating a 
significant correlation of the data at the 99% confidence level. This 
relation indicated that myocardial flow distributions would first become 
nonhomogeneous when DPTI/SPTI equaled 0.77. This result closely agrees 
with the critical DPTI/SPTI value of approximately 0.7 stated by Hoffman 
and Buckberg (1976). 
Figure 32. Relationship between "endo/epi" flow ratio to DPTI/SPTI 
index. 
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The experimental results of the third phase of this study generally-
supported the use of the model of the myocardial vascular bed, when 
coupled with the stenosis pressure drop-flow relation, to estimate ste­
notic coronary blood flow. Up to this point it has been argued that dif­
ferences between predicted and recorded data are the result of simplifica­
tions and assumptions made in the model analysis. However, experimental 
measurement error should also be considered as a possible source of dis­
agreement. Accurate measurements of coronary blood flow are not simple or 
routine in nature. Among the possible technique difficulties in these 
measurements, the obtaining of a good fit of the electromagnetic flowmeter 
probe on the artery is perhaps the least controllable. Poor contact be­
tween the two sets of electrodes on the probe and the vessel wall can sig­
nificantly alter both the zero-flow baseline of the recording system and 
the shape of the waveform. While frequent baseline checks and careful 
flowmeter calibrations were made to ensure proper flowmeter probe opera­
tion, errors are still possible. Thus in the case of the recorded data 
from Bog 1, where the recorded stenotic coronary flow waveforms differed 
significantly in shape from all other coronary flow recordings, experi­
mental error should not be ruled out. While differences between model 
projections and experimental data occurred in several experiments, the 
demonstrated ability of the model to approximate both mean and dynamic 
stenotic coronary flow for a variety of conditions in six different dogs 
is felt to argue favorably for the applicability of the model. 
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It has been previously suggested by Gould et al. (1974) and Young 
et al. (1977) that the functional significance of an arterial stenosis be 
estimated by comparing the severity of a stenosis to that of a "critical 
stenosis." In these reports the critical stenosis was defined as the 
percent stenosis at which the vascular flow reserve is significantly re­
duced. A general method for such an evaluation would involve the monitor­
ing of arterial mean flow rates during resting conditions followed by 
maximally elevated flow conditions as produced, for example, by strenuous 
exercise. 
While the results of this study support the idea that the signifi­
cance of a coronary stenosis should be assessed under elevated flow condi­
tions, the model results suggest that the use of arterial flow rates in 
such tests can be misleading. As shown in Figure 31, the coronary vascu­
lar flow reserve represents an average of regional myocardial flow re­
serves. As such, it overestimates the remaining vascular flow reserve for 
the endocardium at any given stenosis severity. This overestimation of 
endocardial flow reserve would probably not be of great significance when 
defining a critical stenosis. For example, in the results shown in Figure 
31, if a critical stenosis is taken as the percent stenosis at which 
vascular flow reserve is reduced by 10%, i.e., Q/Qg^ g^  = 5.0, the arterial 
flow criteria indicates a critical stenosis of 57% severity. However, if 
an endocardial flow criteria were used instead, a 50% stenosis would be 
defined as being critical. In the case of "stress tests" performed upon 
animals with severe coronary stenoses the use of arterial flow criteria 
would be expected to be quite misleading; for example, with a 94% coro­
nary stenosis. Figure 31 indicates that arterial vascular reserve is 2.0; 
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while endocardial vascular reserve has been completely depleted and flow 
has actually decreased to approximately 70% of its normal resting value. 
Another possible consequence of the nonuniform effects of coronary 
stenoses upon regional myocardial flow can also be illustrated through the 
model results shown in Figure 31. At a stenosis severity of 92% endo­
cardial flow reserve is completely exhausted while epicardial flow could 
still increase by 120% of its normal resting flow value. If, under these 
conditions, epicardial intravascular resistance decreased; then epicardial 
and arterial flow would increase. The resulting increase in the stenotic 
pressure drop would further reduce endocardial flow. This "myocardial 
steal" phenomenon could develop by the administration of a vasodilator, 
e.g., nitroglycerin, and would lead to the production or furtherance of 
endocardial ischemia. 
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STMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was undertaken to develop further understanding of the 
mechanics of blood flow through normal and stenotic coronary arteries. 
This goal was accomplished through a series of acute, in vivo experiments 
upon the canine left circumflex coronary artery. Interpretation of the 
recorded experimental data; i.e., aortic and left ventricular pressure and 
the coronary flow rate, was assisted by the development of a semi-empiri­
cal, quasi steady-flow mathematical model for blood flow in a myocardial 
vascular bed. 
Experiments were initially performed upon normal coronary arteries 
during resting and occlusion-induced maximum hyperemic conditions. The 
resting mean flow rate through the normal coronary arteries averaged 
40±14 ml/min; while mean maximum hyperemic blood flow averaged 191±73 
ml/min. It was assumed that the lumped intravascular resistance of the 
myocardial vascular bed could be estimated by the diastolic resistance. 
This term was computed as the average instantaneous ratio of aortic pres­
sure to coronary flow during late diastole, i.e., when left ventricular 
pressure was less than 10 mm Hg. Computations of this vascular resistance 
term showed that the instantaneous pressure to flow ratios were nearly 
constant throughout late diastole. Under resting conditions the diastolic 
resistance averaged 1.85±0.81 mm Hg-min/ml while during maximum hyperemia 
the diastolic resistance averaged 0.45±0.17 mm Hg/min/ml. These changes 
in diastolic resistance accounted for approximately 85% of the average 
vascular flow reserve values observed experimentally. 
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The model of the myocardial vascular bed consisted of ten parallel 
flow channels in which blood flow through each channel was described by 
the vascular waterfall relationship 
Q(n,t) = [PjjCt) - P^ (n,t)]/R(n) 
This relationship included the effect of systolic contraction of the myo­
cardium upon myocardial flow by the use of an intramyocardial tissue 
pressure. The time dependence of this pressure was assumed similar to 
left ventricular pressure while its magnitude was assumed to decrease in 
a power-law fashion across the ventricular wall, i.e., 
P^ (n,t) = {1 - [(2n - l)/20]*}Py(t) 
The exponent, a, in this relation controlled the shape of the tissue pres­
sure profile and could be estimated from experimental data when a uniform 
myocardial flow distribution was assumed. 
Inertial, capacitive and viscous effects along the normal coronary 
artery were neglected. Thus, aortic pressure equaled myocardial perfusion 
pressure at each instant in time. Dynamic coronary flow, regional myo­
cardial flow and distributions of intramyocardial tissue pressure and 
intravascular resistances were predicted by the model when aortic and left 
ventricular pressure, diastolic resistance and the tissue pressure profile 
shape parameter were specified. 
Normal coronary flow waveforms predicted by the model were in close 
agreement with experimentally recorded data. The shape of the tissue 
pressure profile was sensitive to experimental conditions. Associated 
with occlusion-induced maximum hyperemia was a general decrease in intra­
myocardial tissue pressure across the ventricular wall. This result was 
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felt to be due to inotropic depression of the myocardium secondary to 
occlusion-induced myocardial ischemia. Uniform regional myocardial blood 
flow was achieved by preferential decreases of intravascular resistance in 
the inner layers of the ventricular wall under resting and maximum hyper-
emic conditions. This arrangement compensated for preferential inhibition 
of endocardial blood flow by intramyocardial tissue pressure while intra­
vascular resistance reserves were nearly uniform across the ventricular 
wall. 
Stenotic coronary blood flow was studied, experimentally, by pro­
ducing acute coronary constrictions. The resulting stenoses ranged in 
severity from 82% to 94% reduction in lumen area. Resting stenotic coro­
nary mean flow was generally unaffected by the presence of these stenoses. 
However, maximum hyperemic mean coronary flow was significantly reduced by 
the same stenoses. 
Prediction of the hemodynamic effects of an acute coronary stenosis 
required that the pressure drop across the stenosis be determined. Ste­
notic pressure drop was estimated by the relation 
AP = AQ + BQ^  
where Q was the predicted arterial flow rate and the coefficients A and B 
related to the viscous and turbulence resistance characteristics of a 
specific stenosis. These coefficients were determined from a knowledge of 
arterial and stenosis geometry and blood properties. Additional data re­
quired for the prediction of coronary and myocardial flow under stenotic 
conditions were: the recorded aortic and left ventricular pressures from 
stenotic conditions, the resting and maximum hyperemic intravascular 
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resistances computed from normal conditions, and the tissue pressure pro­
file shape parameter from normal conditions. Experimentally measured and 
predicted stenotic coronary flows were in approximate agreement. Inter­
mediate model results showed that despite the presence of the stenoses 
mean regional myocardial resting flow rates were equal to their respective 
normal values. This result was due to projected expenditures of the re­
gional intravascular resistance reserves, with the subendocardial resist­
ance reserve being most greatly depleted. During maximum hyperemic ste­
notic flow, model computations predicted regional myocardial flow to be 
nonuniformly decreased from normal values, with subendocardial blood flow 
being most greatly inhibited by the presence of the stenosis. 
Based upon the results of this study the following conclusions were 
drawn: 
1. Normal coronary flow is primarily controlled by changes in intra­
vascular resistance of the myocardial vascular bed. 
2. The total intravascular resistance of the myocardial vascular bed 
can be estimated by computing the diastolic resistance. 
3. Normal coronary blood flow may be predicted by the use of a rela­
tively simple model of the myocardial vascular bed based upon the 
vascular waterfall concept. 
4. Coronary flow is not significantly affected by moderate to severe 
stenoses under resting conditions due to the relatively low blood 
velocities which occur in coronary arteries. However, during 
maximum hyperemia arterial blood flow can be significantly re­
duced from normal values by the formation of a 50-60% area re­
duction in the canine left circumflex coronary artery. 
5. Stenotic coronary blood flow can be predicted, at least in an 
approximate fashion, by the combined use of the vascular water­
fall model of the myocardial vascular bed and a suitable stenotic 
pressure drop-flow relationship. 
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6. The subendocardial region of the ventricular wall is most sus­
ceptible to ischemia as produced by partial occlusion of a coro­
nary artery. 
7. The functional significance of a given coronary stenosis is best 
estimated by examining regional myocardial blood flow during 
maximum hyperemia. 
8. Application of the supply-demand index (DPTI/SPTI) to assess 
adequacy of myocardial perfusion under stenotic arterial condi­
tions may be useful if the post-stenotic pressure is used in the 
calculation of DPTI. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The model of the coronary-myocardial vascular system developed in 
this study offers a unified approach towards the study of coronary and 
myocardial hemodynamics. However, before the model can be applied to such 
studies, additional studies must first be performed to further validate 
and define the limitations of the model. In this regard, it is recom­
mended that additional studies be directed towards obtaining in vivo data 
which can be compared to the model projections. One such study would 
involve experiments similar to those detailed in this report with the 
addition of radioactive microsphere techniques to quantitate regional 
myocardial blood flow under various experimental conditions. These addi­
tional data could then be compared to the model predictions of regional 
myocardial blood flow. A recording of blood pressure at some distal site 
along the left circumflex coronary artery would also be of interest in 
this envisioned study. Comparisons of dynamic aortic pressure to the 
distal coronary pressure would tend to confirm or deny the applicability 
of the "passive coronary artery" assumption made in the present study. 
Analytical and experimental studies of the mechanics of flow through 
collapsible tubes and the generation of intramyocardial tissue pressure 
would also be of value in assessing the validity of the proposed model. 
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APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING 
NORMAL CORONARY FLOW 
The following data are required for prediction of normal coronary 
blood flow during both resting and maximum hyperemic conditions: 
L = number of digitized data points in cardiac cycle, 
PA(X) = recorded aortic pressure (mm Hg), 
PV(X) = recorded left ventricular pressure (mm Hg), 
QE(X) = recorded arterial flow rate, used for comparative purposes, 
(ml/min), 
MA = mean aortic pressure (mm Hg), 
MV = mean left ventricular pressure (mm Hg), 
MQ = mean arterial flow rate (mm Hg), 
MR = mean diastolic resistance (mm Hg-min/ml), 
C = magnitude coefficient of tissue pressure profile, assumed as 1. 
The data is first read into memory. As the recorded data was 
sampled at the rate of 200 times per second, the time from the start of 
the cardiac cycle is given by (X-l)*.005. 
50. GET LIST(L) 
51. INPUT: DO X=1 TO L 
52. PUT LIST((X-1)*.005) 
53. GET EDIT(PA(X),PV(X),QE(X))(X(4),F(9,4),X(4),F(9,4),X(A), 
F(9,4)) 
54. END INPUT 
The tissue pressure profile shape parameter. A, is computed by 
iteration- An initial estimate of "A" is supplied to start the process. 
101. GET LIST(MA,M7,MQ,MR,C,A) 
102. AGAIN: SUM=0 
106. LOOPl: DO N=1 TO 10 
107. 51=1/(l-MV/MA*C*(l-((2*N-1)/20>**A)) 
108. SUM=SUM+SI 
109. END LOOPl 
110. DIFF=10*MA/(MR*MQ)-SUM 
115. TESTl: IF ABS(DIFF)-1<=0 THEN GO TO TEST2; ELSE GO TO TESTll 
116. TESTll: IF DIFF<0 THEN GO TO AILO; ELSE GO TO AlHI 
117. AILO; A=A-.2 
118. GO TO AGAIN 
119. AlHI: A=A+.2 
120. GO TO AGAIN 
121. TEST2: IF ABS(DIFF)-.2<=0 THEN GO TO TEST3; ELSE GO TO TEST21 
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122. TEST21: IF DIFF<0 THEN GO TO A2L0; ELSE GO TO A2HI 
123. A2L0: A=A-.05 
124. GO TO AGAIN 
125. A2HI: A=A+.05 
126. GO TO AGAIN 
127. TEST3: IF ABS(DIFF)-.01<=0 THEN GO TO FOUND; ELSE GO TO TEST31 
128. TEST31: IF DIFF<0 THEN GO TO A3L0; ELSE GO TO A3HI 
129. A3L0: A=A-.005 
130. GO TO AGAIN 
131. A3HI: A=A+.005 
132. GO TO AGAIN 
140. FOUND: PUT IMAGE(C,A)(IM3) 
145. IM3: IMAGE 
THE PROFILE PARAMETERS ARE, C=—. , A=—. 
The tissue pressure coefficient, CP(N), and the intravascular 
resistance, R(N), are then computed for each of the 10 layers. 
200. DECLARE R(20),CP(20) 
202. PUT IMAGE(1) (me) 
210. SUM=0 
211. L00P2: DO N=1 TO 10 
212. CP(N)=C*(1-((2*N-1)/20)**A) 
213. R(N) =10* (MA-CP (N)*MV)/MQ 
216. PUT EDIT(N,CP(N),R(N))(F(2),X(5),F(8,4),X(5),F(9,4)) 
217. END L00P2 
220. IM6: IMAGE 
N CP(N) R(N) 
The predicted instantaneous arterial flow rate, QP(X), is then 
computed as the sum of the instantaneous layer flow rates, QPL(N), which 
are determined from the vascular waterfall equations. 
301. DECLARE PA(150),PV(150),QE(150),QP(150),QPL(150),QDIFF(150) 
302. QT=0 
303. PUT IMAGE(l)(IM16) 
304. SDIFF=0 
310. L00P3: DO X=1 TO L 
311. QP(X)=0 
312. LAYERQ: DO N=1 TO 10 
313. IF CP(N)*PV(X)<PA(X) THEN GO TO QPOS; ELSE GO TO QZERO 
314. QZERO: QPL(N)=0 
315. GO TO QTOT 
316. QPOS: QPL(N)=(PA(X)-CP(N)*PV(X))/R(N) 
317. QTOT: QP(X)=QP(X)+QPL(N) 
318. END LAYERQ 
319. QT=QT+QP(X) 
320. QDIFF (X) = (QP (X) /QE (X) -1) *100 
321. SDIFF=SDIFF+QDIFF(X) 
322. END L00P3 
323. L00P4: DO X=1 TO L 
324. PUT IMAGE ( (X-1) *. 005, QE (X) , QP (X) , QDIFF(X)  (IM19) 
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325. END L00P4 
326. PUT IMAGE(MQ,QT/L) (IM17) 
327. PUT IMAGE(SDIFF/L)(IM18) 
334. IM16. IMAGE 
TIME EXPTL FLOW MODEL FLOW % DIFF 
335. IM19: IMAGE 
PREDICTED MEAN FLOW= 
% 
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APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING 
MAXIMUM HYPEREMIC STENOTIC CORONARY FLOW 
The following data are required for prediction of stenotic coronary 
blood flow during maximum hyperemic conditions: 
PA(X) = recorded aortic pressure (mm Hg), 
py(X) = recorded left ventricular pressure (mm Hg), 
QE(X) = recorded arterial flow rate, used for comparative purposes 
(ml/min), 
C = magnitude coefficient of tissue pressure profile, assummed as 1, 
A = shape parameter of tissue pressure profile, obtained from model 
analysis of normal maximum hyperemia, 
R(N) = Tm'm'TTiiiTn intravascular resistance of layer N, obtained from 
analysis of normal maximum hyperemia (mm Hg-min/ml), 
KV = viscous stenotic pressure drop coefficient, obtained from 
Eqns. 19a,19b, 
KT = turbulent stenotic pressure drop coefficient, taken as 1.52, 
MU = absolute viscosity of blood (dyne-s/cm^ ), 
RHO - density of blood, assummed as 1.06 (dyne-s2/cm^ ), 
D = unobstructed arterial lumen diameter (cm), 
AR = ratio of unobstructed lumen area to minimum stenotic area, 
L = number of digitized data points in cardiac cycle. 
The quantities which are computed by the program include: 
QPTOT(X) = predicted instantaneous arterial flow rate (ml/min), 
QP(X,N) = predicted instantaneous flow rate in layer N (ml/min), 
PD(X) = instantaneous pressure downstream of the stenosis (mm Hg), 
PACX)-PD(X) = instantaneous stenotic pressure drop (mm Hg), 
AV = viscous resistance of stenosis (mm Hg-min/ml), 
B*QPT0T(X) = instantaneous inertial resistance of stenosis 
(mm Hg-min/ml) . 
Initially, data are read into memory and preliminary calculations 
are made. 
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99. DECLARE RETRN LABEL 
100. DECLARE QE(120),PA(120),PV(120),QPTOT(120),PD(120),CP(10), 
R(10) 
101. DECLARE QP(100,10) DEC(6) 
102. GET LIST(KV,NU,D,AR,L) 
104. RHO=1.06 
105. KT=1.52 
110. INPUTl: DO X=1 TO L 
112. PUT LIST((X-D*.005) 
114. GET EDIT(PA(X),PV(X),QE(X))(X(4),F(9,4),X(4),F(9,4),X(4), 
F(9,4)) 
116. END INPUTl 
120. GET LIST(C,A) 
121. INPUT2: DO N=1 TO 10 
122. CP(N)=C*(1-((2*N-1)/20)**A 
123. GET LIST(R(N)) 
126. END INPUT2 
134. AV=.00001596*KV*MU/D**3 
136. B=.0000001693*KT*RHO*(AR-1)**2/D**4 
The instantaneous arterial flow rate is then determined. Initially, 
an estimated arterial flow rate (QEST) is supplied to the flow computation 
subroutine (CALCQ) to obtain an estimated distal coronary pressure (PD(X)) 
and the individual instantaneous layer flow rates. The sum of the layer 
flow rates (QRESLT) is then compared with the previous estimate of the 
arterial flow rate. Based upon this comparison, a new estimate is formed 
by the "Régula Falsi" method of iteration. This process continues until 
the difference between QEST and QRESLT is less than 1 ml/min. The results 
are then printed and the process is repeated for the next instant in time. 





202.5 GO TO CALCQ 
203. DIFl: DIFF1=QRESLT-QEST 
203.5 IF ABS(DIFF1)<=1 THEN GO TO PRINTl; ELSE GO TO ESTHI 
204. ESTHI: QEST=QHI 
204.5 RETRN=DIF2 
205. GO TO CALCQ 
205.5 DIF2: DIFF2=QRESLT-QEST 
206. IF ABS(DIFF2)<=1 THEN GO TO PRINTl; ELSE GO TO NEWEST 
206.5 NEWEST: QEST=(DIFF2*QL0-DIFF1*QHI)/(DIFF2-DIFF1) 
207. RETRN=DIF 
207.5 GO TO CALCQ 
208. DIF: DIFF=QRESLT-QEST 
208.5 IF ABS(DIFF)<=1 THEN GO TO PRINTl; ELSE GO TO AGAIN 
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209. AGAIN: IF DIFF1*DIFF<0 THEN GO TO NEWQHI; ELSE GO TO NEWQLO 
209.5 NEWQHI: QHI=QEST 
210. DIFF2=DIFF 
210.5 GO TO NEWEST 
211. NEWQLO: QLO=QEST 
211.5 DIFF1=DIFF 
212. GO TO NEWEST 
222. CALCQ: PD(X)=PA(X)-(AV*QEST+B*QEST**2) 
222.5 QRESLT=0 
223. LAYERQ: DO N=1 TO 10 
223.5 IF CP(N)*PV(X)>=PD(X) THEN GO TO ZEROQ; ELSE GO TO POSQ 
224. ZEROQ: QP(X,N)=0 
224.5 GO TO TOTAL 
225. POSQ: QP(X,N)=(PD(X)-CP(N)*PV(X))/R(N) 
225.5 TOTAL: QRESLT=QRESLT+QP(X,N) 
226. END LAYERQ 
226.5 GO TO RETRN 
230. PRINTl: QPTOT(X)=QEST 
230.5 DIFFQ=(QPTOT(X)/QE(X)-1)*100 
231. PUT IMAGE((X-D*.005,QE(X)QPTOT(X) ,DIFFQ,PV(X) ,PA(X) , 
PA(X)-PD(X),PD(X),PD(X)-PV(X),A,B*QPTOT(X))(IMOUTl) 
231.5 END DELTAT 
After prediction of all instantaneous data, time averaged values of 
the predicted data are computed. 
248. STRESS,PDISTS,DELPSM,QPSUM,QESUM=0 






262. END MEAN 
264. PUT IMAGE(QESUM/(L/2),QPSUM/(L/2))(IMEAN1) 
266. PUT IMAGE(DELPSM/(L/2),PDISTS/(L/2))(IMEAN2) 
268. PUT IMAGE(AV,STRESS/(L/2)-AV,STRESS/(L/2))(IMEAN3) 
The supply and demand indices (DPTI,SPTI) and the systolic and 
diastolic flow components (SYSTQ,DIASTQ) are calculated once the times 
for the beginning and end of ventricular systole are specified. 




320. FRACTN: DO X=1 TO L BY 2 
322. IF X>=BEGIN THEN GO TO TEST2; ELSE GO TO DIASTQ 
324. TEST2: IF X<=END THEN GO TO SYST; ELSE GO TO DIAST 
















PUT IMAGE(SYSTQ/(DIASTQ4-SYSTQ)*100) (IMFLO) 
Lastly, time averaged values of layer hemodynamic quantities are 















DO N=1 TO 10 
QPNSUM, PD SUM, PVSUM=0 










506. IMEANl: IMAGE 
MEAN EXPT Q= (ml/min) ; MEAN PRED Q= (ml/min) 
508. IMEAN2: IMAGE 
MEAN DELTA P= (mm Hg) ; MEAN DISTAL P= .- (mm Hg) 
510. IMEAN3: IMAGE 
MEAN VISCOUS RESIST= . (mm Hg-min/ml) ; MEAN INERT RESIST= 
(mm Hg-min/ml); MEAN STENOTIC RESIST= . (mm Hg-min/ml) 
512. IMRATO; IMAGE 
DPTI/SPTI=-. 
514. IMFLO: IMAGE 
PERCENT SYSTOLIC FLOW=-. % 
518. IMEAN0: IMAGE 
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APPENDIX C; NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING 
RESTING STENOTIC CORONARY FLOW 
The following data are required for prediction of stenotic coronary 
blood flow during resting conditions: 
PA(X) = recorded aortic pressure (mm Hg), 
PVCX) = recorded left ventricular pressure (mm Hg), 
QE(X) = recorded arterial flow rate, used for comparative purposes, 
(ml/min), 
C = magnitude coefficient of tissue pressure profile, obtained from 
model analysis of normal resting coronary flow, 
A = shape parameter of tissue pressure profile, obtained from model 
analysis of normal resting coronary flow, 
RNORM(N) = normal resting intravascular resistance of layer N 
(mm Hg-min/ml), 
RMIN(N) = minimum intravascular resistance of layer N, obtained from 
model analysis of maximum hyperemic coronary flow, 
(mm Hg-min/ml), 
MQDEM(N) = demanded mean flow rate for layer N, taken as one-tenth 
of the resting mean arterial flow rate during normal 
conditions, (ml/min), 
K7 = viscous stenotic pressure drop coefficient, obtained from 
Eqns. 19a,19b, 
KT - turbulent stenotic pressure drop coefficient, taken as 1.52, 
MU = absolute viscosity of blood (dyne-s/cm^ )^  
RHO = density of blood, assummed as 1.06 (dyne-s2/cm^ ), 
D = unobstructed arterial lumen diameter (cm), 
AR = ratio of unobstructed lumen area to minimum stenotic area, 
L = number of digitized data points in cardiac cycle. 
The quantities which are computed by the program include: 
QPTOT(X) = predicted instantaneous arterial flow rate (ml/min), 
QP(X,N) = predicted instantaneous flow rate in layer N (ml/min), 
R(N) = intravascular resistance of layer N necessary to obtain the 
demanded mean flow rate for layer N (mm Hg-min/ml), 
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MQCALC(N) = predicted mean flow rate in layer N (ml/min), 
PD(X) = instantaneous pressure downstream of stenosis (mm Hg), 
Initially, data are read into memory and preliminary calculations 
are made. 
100. DECLARE RETRN LABEL 
101, DECLARE CP(10),RNORM(10),R(10),RMIN(10),MQDEM(10),MQCALC(10) 
102, DECLARE PA(100),PV(100),QE(100),QPTOT(100),PD(100) 
104. DECLARE QP(100,10) DEC(6) 
106. KT=1.52 
108. RHO=1.06 
110. GET LIST(KV,MU,D,AR,L,C,A,QDEM) 
112. PUT IMAGE(1)(HEAD0) 
114. INPUTl: DO N=1 TO 10 
115. MQDEM(N)=QDEM/10 
116. CP(N)=C*(l-((2*N-1)/20)**A) 
118. PUT LIST(N,CP(N),MQDEM(N)) 
120. GET LIST(RNORM(N),RMIN(N)) 
122. R(N)=RNORM(N) 
124. END INPUTl 
126. AV=.00001595*KV*MU*/D**3 
128. B=.0000001693*KT*RHO*(AR-1)**2/D**4 
130. INPUT2: DO X=1 TO L 
132. PUT LIST((X-1)*.005) 
134, GET LIST(PA(X),PV(X),QE(X))(X(4),F(9,4),X(4),F(9,4),X(4), 
F(9,4)) 
136, END INPUT2 
138. HEAD0: IMAGE 
N CP(N) MQDEM(N) RNORM(N) RMIN(N) 
The instantaneous arterial flow rates are then calculated for the 
entire cardiac cycle in a manner closely similar to that used for maximum 
hyperemic stentoic coronary flow. However, the intravascular resistances 
of the ten layers of the myocardial vascular bed are unknown. These 
resistances (R(N)) are initially equated to the intravascular resistances 
calculated from the model analysis of normal resting stenotic coronary 
flow, 





208. GO TO CALCQ 
209. DIFl: DIFF1=QRESLT-QEST 
210. IF ABS(DIFF1)<=1 THEN GO TO ENDT; ELSE GO TO ESTHI 
211. ESTHI: QEST=QHI 
212. RETRN=DIF2 
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213. GO TO CALCQ 
214. DIF2: DIFF2=QRESLT-QEST 
216. IF ABS(DIFF2)<=1 THEN GO TO ENDT; ELSE GO TO NEWEST 
218. NEWEST: QEST=(DIFF2*QL0-DIFF1*QHI)/(DIFF2-DIFF1) 
219. RETRN=DIF 
220. GO TO CALCQ 
222. DIP: DIFF=QRESLT-QEST 
224. IF ABS(DIFF)<=1 THEN GO TO ENDT; ELSE GO TO AGAIN 
226. AGAIN: IF DIFF1*DIFF<0 THEN GO TO NEWQHI; ELSE GO TO NEWQLO 
228. NEWQHI: QHI=QEST 
230. DIFF2=DIFF 
232. GO TO NEWEST 
234. NEWQLO: QLO=QEST 
236. DIFF1=DIFF 
238. GO TO NEWEST 
252. CALCQ: PD(X)=PA(X)-(AV*QEST+B*QEST**2) 
254. QPTOT(X)=0 
256. LAYERQ: DO N=1 TO 10 
258. IF CP(N)*PV(X)>=PD(X) THEN GO TO ZEROQ; ELSE GO TO POSQ 
260. ZEROQ: QP(X,N)=0 
262. GO TO TOTAL 
264. POSQ: QP (X ,N) = (PD (X) -CP (N) *PV(X)  /R(N) 
266. TOTAL: QPTOT (X) =QPTOT (X) -fQP (X, N) 
268. END LAYERQ 
270. QRESLT=QPTOT(X) 
272. GO TO RETRN 
274. ENDT: END DELTAT 
The estimated intravascular resistances are then altered by an 
autoregulation subroutine. The mean flow rate to each layer (MQCALC(N)) 
is formed from the the results of the preceding analysis and compared to 
its respective demanded mean flow rate. Based upon this comparison, the 
resistance value (R(N)) is either increased or decreased. The lower limit 
for R(N) is RMIN(N). Results of this process are printed and the in­
stantaneous arterial flow rates are recalculated with the new intravasc­
ular resistance values. This iteration process continues until either 
all ten layers are perfused at their demanded flow rates or the minimum 
intravascular resistance values have been reached. 
280. MEANQ: DO N=1 TO 10 
282. SUMQ=0 
284. SUM: DO X=1 TO L BY 2 
286. SUMQ=SUMQ+QPCX,N) 
288. END SUM 
290. MQCALC -SUMQ*2/L 
292. END MEANQ 
300. J=0 
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302. TESTRN: DO N=1 TO 10 
304. QDIFF=MQCALC(N)/MQDEM(N)-1 
306. IF ABS(QDIFF)<=.05 THEN GO TO INCRJ; ELSE GO TO NEWR 
308. NEWR: IF QDIFF>.05 THEN GO TO INGRES; ELSE GO TO DEGRES 
310. INGRES : R(N)=R(N)*(1+QDIFF) 
312. GO TO END 
314. DEGRES : R(N)=R(N)*(1+QDIFF) 
316. IF R(N)<=RMIN(N) THEN GO TO RFIXED; ELSE GO TO END 
318. RFIXED: R(N)=RMIN(N) 
320. INCRJ: J=J+1 
322. END: END TESTRN 
330. PUT IMAGE(J)(CHECKl) 
332. PUT IMAGE(1)(GHECK2) 
334. CHECK: DO N=1 TO 10 
336. PUT IMAGE(N,MQCALC(N),MQDEM(N),RNORM(N),R(N),RMIN(N)) 
(CHECK3) 
338. END CHECK 
340. IF J>=10 THEN GO TO PRINTD; ELSE GO TO DELTAT 
342. CHECKl: 
T _  
IMAGE 
344. CHECK2: IMAGE 
N MQCALC(N) MQDEM(N) RNORM(N) R(N) RMIN(N) 
346. CHECK3: IMAGE 
400. PRINTD: DO X=1 TO L BY 2 
408. DIFF=(QPTOT(X)/QE(X)-1)*100 
410. PUT IMAGE((X-D*.005,QE(X) ,QPTOT(X) ,DIFF,PV(X) ,PA(X) , 
PA(X)-PD(X),PD(X),PD(X)-PV(X),AV,B*QPTOT(X))(IMOUTl) 
412. END PRINTD 
418. IMOUTl: IMAGE 
Time averaged values of the arterial and stenotic data are calc­
ulated nest. 
420. QESUM,QPSUM,DELPSM,PDISTS,STRESS=0 
422. MEAN: DO X=1 TO L BY 2 





434. END MEAN 
436. PUT IMAGE(2*QESUM/L,2*QPSUM/L)(IMEANl) 
438. PUT IMAGE(2*DELPSM/L,2*PDISTS/L)(IMEAN2) 
440. PUT IMAGE(AV,2*STRESS/L-AV,2*STRESS/L)(IMEAN3) 
442. IMEANl: IMAGE 
MEAN EXPT Q= .- (ml/min) ; MEAN PRED Q= (ml/min) 
444. IMEAN2: IMAGE 
MEAN DELTA P= .- (mm Hg) ; MEAN DISTAL P= •- (mm Hg) 
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446. IMEAN3: IMAGE 
MEAN VIS RES= . (mm Hg-min/ml) MEAN INERT RES= . (mm Hg-min/ 
ml) MEAN STEN RES= . (mm Hg-min/ml) 













The supply and demand indices (DPTI,SPTI) and the systolic and 
diastolic flow components are lastly calculated in exactly the same 
fashion as was described in Appendix B. 
600. STOP 
DO N=1 TO 10 
PDSUM,PVSUM=0 




QFRACT=MQCALC (N) /MQDEM(N) *100 
VASRES=R(N)/RMIN(N) 
PUT IMAGE(N,MQDEM(N) ,MQCALC(N) ,QFRACT,RNORM(N) ,R(N) ,RMIN(N) , 
RNORM(N)/RMIN(N) ,VASRES) (IMEAN4) 
END OUTER 
IMAGE 
